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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Textile industry is the biggest among domestic industries
in terms of export value and employment in Hong Kongo At the end of
1967, 48.5% of the total value of domestic exports was textile products,
and 41.56 of the total labor force employed by local manufacturers
was engaged in textile industryo1 So, its contribution to local
economy is obvious.
According to statistical data, about 90% of the cotton yarns
used by local weaving manufacturers is spun in Hong Kong.2 In fact,
at the end of 1967, only 8% of the locally produced yarns was
exported. But the future of cotton spinning industry is not very
bright. The import quotas set by the developed countries and the
strong competition from other Asian countries such as Taiwan' South
Korea, and Pakistan would arrest the progress of cotton spinning
industry, if it does not have sufficient preparation to protect it**
self at the right time. In recent years, the increasing productivity
and the improved product quality. have, been the two main targets set
by the cotton spinning industrialists.
'The Federation of Hong Kong Industries,Annual Re ort 196?
(Hong Kong:: The Federation of Hong Kong Industries,1967, p. 39.
2Ibid.
2Productivity is increased by the improvement of equipment and
skill, and the adoption of scientific methods in production management.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the present situation
of production control in the spinning industry, and describe the gen.
eral practice that actually exists.
Since the importance of the production planning and control in
an organization is determined by the following factors: (1) the type
of manufacturing process or production, (2) the type of industry$ (3)
the size of the company and the plant, the study begins (in Chapter I)
with a brief review of the nature of the cotton spinning industry as
well as its situation in Hong Kong. It is then followed (in Chapter
II) in order to form the basis for evaluation of the existing methods*
The actual practice of production control is described in Chapter III.
Comments and suggestions are listed in the final Chapter.
THE NATURE CF THE INDUSTRY
COTTON SPINNING
Cotton spinning is the process of producing workable yarn from
cotton fibers for weaving or other purposes. The word spinning is
defined in 'Encyclopedia of Textiles' as follows:
Spinning is the process by which short fibers= are- converted co.
hesively into continuous yarn so they can be woven into clotho
Most fibers are neither long enough in their raw state to be used
for weaving. They must therefore be drawn, drafted among theme*
selves by drafting' and twisted together to make a jontinuous,
strong, uniform and workable strand. This is yarno
1"The Manufacturing Processes,"' EncYclopedia of Texti ep. 353. 1 s 19609
3The production process of spinning and the goods in process
produced at each stage are illustrated in Figure 1 below.
FIGURE 1
ROOMS OF PRODUCTION AND PRODUCT OR GOODS




a) Mixing& Blowing Room:.
1. Opening

























Note: Usually carding and combing are separtwd.into two rooms. Wind
ing, doubling& twisting, reeling& bunding are also separated*
But, actually, the number of rooms is determined by situation
and the policy of each individual company*
4In generals cotton yarn production consists of the following
processes.
Opening. Raw cotton is packed in bales (the average weight of an
American cotton bale is 500 pounds; a Peruvian bale 200 pounds; a
Brazilian bale 250 pounds; an Egyptian bale 700 pounds; and an East Indian
bale 400 pounds) for the convenienceof shipping. Sol the first step.
of cotton spinning is to break open the bales.
Mixing or Blending. Then, different grades and types of fiber
from several bales are blended in a given percentage to produce different
counts of yarn. The purose of mixing is to lower the material cost.
Picking and Lappingg, After blending, lumps of fibers are loosened,
and the heavier impurities are cleaned off. The cotton fiber is now
formed into a loosely compressed cotton. sheet (or lap), and ready for
carding.
The first three steps: Opening, Mixing or Blending, and Picking
and Lapping are often known as "Mixing and Blowing".
Carding. The fibers of a lap are straighteged by carding machine
and drawn in paralleled rows by a revolving cylinder with teeth* Fibers
become a wide thin web before the teeth of the machine and then gather
together into a rope or strand behind the teeth. This is known as sliver.
Combine. Fibers after carding may be used for producing certain
lower counts'of yarn. But for a higher count of yarn, or higher quality,
the carded slivers are put into a combing machine with fine teeth for
combing. Fibers are straightened again until all short lengths are
removed. The product is 'combed sliver'.
Drawing. Several slivers, usually six or eight, are combined to"
gether and drawn into a longer and thinner strand. The purpose is to
clean off impurities, to make the sliver more parallel and longer, and
to make its weight more even*
Roving* Slivers after drawing are put into clubbing frames for
twisting and drafting. This begins the twisting process. Fiber after
twisting in the first stage produces what is known as Blubber. Slubbers
are used to twist and draw again in a roving frame in order to make the
strand thinner and stronger. The strand, known as roving, is wound
on a skewer for the convenience of handling.
Spinning. The thick strands of roving are moved to spinning frames
for futher drawing and twisting. This is the final product of cotton
spinning which is known as yarn. So, the fineness and strength of twist-
ing of the strand are adjusted to customers! requirement and are dis..
tinguished by the number of counts. The yarn is wound on to bobbins or
tubes during spinning. Since most yarns are for weaving purpose, they
may be classified into two main categories regardless of their difference
in count number. That is, the warp yarn(lengthwise yarn) and the filling
or weft yarn (crosswise yarn). Warp yarn requires more twisting because
more tension is required in the process of weaving.
Wind in y e •-!^••„a „ +.' L PS (abgnt (1,74-M lb to a cone)
-LIM
6in the winding room in order to make the yarn easier for warping and
pirn winding in the weaving room, to clean off impurities and weak parts
of the yarn, and to reduce the times of end-breaks in doubling.
Doubling and Twisti g. This step is to twist two or more threads
of yarn together for specific use. Two such threads twisted together
to form a strand is known as double yarn.
Reeling. Yarn is reeled in the shapes of straight or lea, cross,
diamond, ring' or figure 81 to reduce cost and damage in transportation.
Bundling, Finished yarn is packed into paper boxes or hemp sacks
for shipping and transports Usually, if the destination is not too
distant ors in the same city, yarn is packed in hemp sacks.
COTTON WEAVING
Cloth is constructed from two types of yarn. One is the weft or
filling yarn (crosswise yarn), the other is the warp yarn (lengthwise
yarn). The interlacing of the weft with warp yarn is known as weavingo
The definition of weaving defined in the 'Encyclopedia of Textiles'
is as follows:
Weaving is the interlacing of two Systems of yarn which interlace
at right angles to each other. The lengthwise threads are called
warp; individually9 they are known as ends. The crosswise threads
are called filling, or weft; individually, they are called picks.
Weaving is done on a loom which makes it possible to interlace the
warp and filling threads according to a pre--arranged plan or design.
1Io•, Po 3770
7In general, the whole process of weaving has the following steps*
FIGURE 2




a) Pin Winding Room: Pirn winding
b) Warping Room: warping
c) Sizing Room:= sizing
d) Drawing-in Room: drawing-in
e) Weaving Room: weaving





Pirn Winding. Regardless of the shuttleless loom, filling threads
should be wound on a bobbin and set in a shuttle (bobbin container)o
While the shuttle is moving back and forth through the warp shed, it
releases threads from the bobbin and forms the weft of the clothe So,
weft yarn from a spinning room should be moved to a winding room for
winding. Then the yarn on cones are wound on to pirns (or bobbins) in
the pirn winding room and ready for weaving* This is pirn winding. But
weft yarn can be wound on to pirns automatically in some modern looms.
In such case, the function of a pirn winding room loses its usefulnea..
Yarn Warping Rooms In addition to pirn winding, three aditional
steps are needed before warp yarn is produced. They are: warpingg siz-
ing, and drawing-in. Warping is to wind yarn on to warp beams from
cones with the use of a warping machine. The length or yards of yarn
on beam is equal to the requirement of each specific cloth, and the
number pf ends of each beam is a percentage of the total number of ends
8of the cloth.
Sizing or Slashing. Yarn after warping is moved to the sizing
room for sizing. This step uses some sustances such as adhesive sus-
tances, softening, weighing, deliquescent and antiseptic sustance to
bind the fiber together and stiffen the yarn' so as to-make it smoother
and heavier.
The beam after sizing is called weaver's beam because the total num-
ber of ends are the same as the construction of the cloth. This beam
after drawing"in, is put to the weaving room for weaving.
Drawing-ino Warp yarn after sizing is moved to the Drawing-in
room for looming. That is to draw or piece warp ends through the dents
of reed, by manual labor or automatic warp tying machines respectively.
The quality of piecing by warp tying machines is lower than manual drawing*
So, after the third time of piecing by the tying machine, the ends re-*
maining in the weaverts beam should be drawn out entirely and drawn in
warp ends by manual 1 abor.
Weaving. Weft yarn from a pirn winding room and warp yarn from
the drawing-in room are used in the weaving room to weave cloth. There
are five movements of weaving in a power loom. They are shedding, picking,
beating-up, letting off, and taking-up motions. The warp thread and
weft thread are thus woven into cloth by the operation of weaving looms.
Inspecting. The cloth woven in the weaving room is moved to the
9inspecting room for inspecting its quality. After inspection by the
inspecting machines, cloth is moved to the brushing machines and sheaving
machines for brushing and sheaving, then moved to the plating machines
and pad stamping machines for folding and cutting to a required length.
For the convenience of transportation, cloth is pressed to a small volume
by cloth presses and ready for shipping. This ends the whole process
of weaving.
TYPE OF PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTION PROCESS
Types of Production* The importance of production control in an
organization and the complexity of control procedures are influenced by
the type of production. That is to say, production planning and control
in a job production company is quite different from the batch production
or continuous production company.
The relationship. between the types of industry and the types of
production were studied by a joint committee of the 'Institute of Cost
and Works A"ccountants- and the 'Institution of Production Engineers,
in 1956. Twelve plants of British textile industry were selected as
samples of that survey; and amonk them, 3 of them had less than 500
employees* The largest number of employees of the textile mill under
survey was 4,000 and the smallest number was 175. As a result, seven
plants were batch production, and five plants were continuous production.
1Institution of Production Engineers, Production Control and
Related Works Statistics (United Kingdom: Institution of Production
Engineers, 1950-9 cited by Samuel Eilon, Element ofProduction Planning
and 6ontrol (New York:. The Macmillan Co., 1962, p. 23.
10
In Hong Kong, most of the cotton spinning companies produce to
order, soy the type of batch production is adopted*
Production Process* Cotton spinning is a line productions From
cotton mixing to spinning, cotton yarn is produced step by step. So,
once the plant layout has been settled, routing is almost determined.
However, special arrangements for routing are necessary in a mill which
produces to order, especially the arrangements within the spinning room.
The production process of cotton spinning and weaving are illustrated
in the following figures::
FIGURE 3

















PRODUCTION PROCESS OF COTTON WEAVING
Cone Yarn (weft) -mil Pirn Winding
Weaving 4Finishing
Cone Yarn (warp)- - Warping Sizing - Drawing»in
THE HONG KONG SPINNING INDUSTRY
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY
Mills and Capacities. Hong Kong cotton spinning industry was
established early in 1947. The first cotton spinning mill of 5,000
spindles was founded by Shanghai industrialists. Ten years later, there
were 20 spinning mills with 3259000 spindles in Hong Kong. In 19682 the
number of cotton spinning mills was increased to 33 with spindles up
to 770,000 (Table 1).
After several setbacks in the 1950s, the industry strengthened it-
self by consolidation and vertical integration. In 1962, a debate con.
cerning the control of further expansion was aroused in the textile com-
munity* An increasing rate of production capacity not over 5% per annum
was suggested; but the suggestion did not materialize, Although the
growth rate of spindles was 1 per cent in 1956, and 0.7 per cent in
1966, yet, there was a 14 per cent increase in 1964 (Table 1). How.
ever, the increase rate has been reduced a lot in recent years.
12
TABLE l
DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY: Factories& Capacities
T a N7oo of Spindles b Annual increasing rate














































































































AHong Kong, Commissioner of Labor, Annual Departmental Reports,
1947--19680
From 1947 to 1951 include silk. and wool spinning miliso
b Data of 1947-1960 from:
Kayser Sung and R. Ho Leary, "Hong Kong, 11 in Asian Textile Bi--
Annual 1965-1966, edo by Kayser Sung and R. H. M. Jones Hong Kong: Far
Eastern Economic Review Ltdo9 1965), po 85
Data of 1961-•1966 from:
Director of Commerce and industry, Annual Departmental Reports,
1961-19660
Data of 1967.1968 from:
Hong Kong Government-, H63_ Ne Re ort for the Year 19670/968
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Production, Employee,
Productivity, and Wage. In 19554 the total production of cotton
yarn was 82 million pounds. At that time over 129000 people joined the
work force of this industry. Ten years later,, in.19659 the production
of cotton yarn was up to 289 million and the number of employees was in-
creased to around 204000. This increase in production was not only due
to the increase of capacity and employee, the average production per
worker and spindle was also greatly increased. The average production
per worker was 6,612 lbs in 1955, but in 1965, it was 15,210 lbso The
average production per spindle was 267 lbs in 1955, and 398 lbs in 1965.
In short, the productivity per spindle obtained by cotton spinning in*'
dustrialists in recent years was very high compared with other countries
in the world.I (Actually the production per spindle is not a good index
to measure productivity of each country, because the finest of the count
reduses the output per spindle, although the actual productivity is high.)
Labor unions in Hong Kong'are not active. So wage rates are different
according to the bargain power of an individual worker and the policy of
each company. The daily average rates of workers of the industry are in
the range of H.K.$5.00 to H.K. 12.00. This range includes the follow'.
ing types of workers classified by the Labor Department: (1) apprentice;
(2) learner; (3) general worker; (4) mixer and blender; (5) picker; (6)
grader and tester; (7) carder; (8) comber; (9) drawer; (10) rover; (11)
'Kayser Sung,"Hong Kong," in Asian Textile Survey, 1967-1968,
ed. by Kayser Sung and P.H.M. Jones (Hong Kong: Far Eastern Economic
Review Ltd., 1967), p. 61.
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TABLE 2
D ELOPMSENT OF HE fDUSTRY; Production, Wow kers,& Productivity
Cotton yarn Nog of Productivity_
Year Production Manual Average Production Average f roduct







































































GData of 19551966 from:
Director of Commerce and Industry, Annual Departmental Re;_,.orts.,
1955-1966 0
Data of 1967-1963 from:
Hong Kong Government, HONG KONG-Rep ort for the Year, 1967.1968.
bData of 1955-1957 from:
Com is sioner of Labor, Annual Depart a Repo rte, 1955-57,
Data of 1958.1968 from:.
..Hong Kong Labor Department, "Statistics on Registered and Re-
corded Industrial Undertakings classified by Industries and Number of
Employees as in March 1968.," at I.
0Fron Table 1
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(11) spinner; (12) doubler; (13) twister; (14) winder; (15) reeler;
(16) baling and bundling worker; (17) oiler and greaser; (18) fitter
and mechanic; (19) electrician; and (20) supervisor.1
.The general wage.trend of cotton spinning industry is shown in
the following Table 3 0
TABLE 3
INDEX OF WAGE CHANGES SINCE 1958
(BASE YEAR 1958w 100)
Industry





100 100 108 110 116 120 138 152 155 169 179
100 103 122 131 136 140 156 167 184 195 204
100 103 127 132 142 147 164: 178 192 206 219
100 103.: 125 129 137 143 163 173 188 202 216
S.ource:: Hong Kong, Commissioner of Labor, Annual Departmental Re-
ports, 1967-68, 1968, po 900
Notes:
1. The textile industry consists of cotton spinning, cotton
weaving (2 and 3 shifts), knitting, and garments and shirts;.
2. Manufacturing includes textile, rubber footwear, enamelware,
metal torch cases, motor repairing, and plastics.
3. Overall includes manufacturing, dockyard, electricity
supply, tramway operators, and communications.
4. All index numbers refer to the position in March each year.
1Hong Kong,. Commissioner of Labor Annual Departmental Reports,
1967 0689 1968, pm 92,mm
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Market* The market of the cotton spinning industry maybe separated
into two large segments: the domestic market and the foreign market,
The percentage of cotton yarn exports has declined significantly in the
past ten yearso Although the pounds and value of export yarn have
fluctuated in the past ten years and shown only slight decrease, yet
the large increase in cotton yarn production has reduced the significance
of export yarn in the total market. In 1955, 39 per cent of local yarn
production (in pounds) was exported, but, after 10 years, the export
percentage decreased to 11 per cent. At the end of 1968, the total
cotton yarn export was reduced to 7 per cent (Table 4). This decrease.
implies the rapid growth of the weaving and knitting industries in Hong
Kongo In fact, 20 cotton spinning companies out of 30 had their own
weaving sheds in 1968. The domestic market is the major market of the
local cotton yarn. In'the early part of the 1950s, Taiwan and Pakistan
were important customers of local yarn, now they have become suppliers..
Among the chief export markets, Thailand and Indonesia have dropped
sharply since 1961 (Table 5).
PRESENT-SITUATION
Source of Material,, Hong Kong has no natural resources. All raw:
cotton is imported from foreign countrieso The main suppliers are the
United States, Brazil, Pakistan, and Tanganyika (Table 6)o Companies
who sell cotton yarn and fabrics to.the United Kingdom can benefit from
the Commonwealth Preference by importing at least 25 per cent by weight
of raw cotton from British Commonwealth countries. Sol the imports of
raw cotton from Pakistan and East African countries still play an
17
TABLE 4
COTTON YARN EXPORT AND LOCAL CONSUMPTION
Export a Local Consumptionb c
Fear Quantity Value Production-Export Export/Prod.







































































`Hong Kong, Commerce and Industry Department, Hong Kong Statistics,
1955-1968.





important role in the total import even though the United States has
become the largest supplier in recent years (Table 6)0
TABLE 6
MAJOR SOURCES OF RAW. COTTON
(1963u1968)
Quantity in Thousand cwts:











































Value in Thousand HK.$:















































MAJOR FOREIGN MARKETS OF COTTON YARN
(BY COUNTRY, 1958-1968)
Quantity in Thousand Ibs:
























































Value in Thousand HK.$:
























































Source: Hong Kong, Commerce and Industry Department, Hong Kong
Trade Statistics, 1958-1968.
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Mill Location. There are 30 cotton spinning companies in Hong
Kong. Twenty spinning companies have their own weaving sheds, and 18
of these weaving sheds are located in the same plant as the spinning millso
According to the survey conducted by the Labor Department at the end of
March 1968, there were 33 spinning mills located on the Kowloon'Penin--
sula. Twenty of them were located in Tsuan Wan, the industrial satellite
district of Kowloon, 9 mills located in Kowloon urban district, and 2
mills in other places of the New Territories (Table 7). Among the 33
mills, 18 of them have less than 500 workers, and 10 of them have over
11000 workers (Table 7)o
Classification of Spinning
Companies by Capacity. The total nember of spindles installed
in the 30 spinning companies at the end of 1968 was 77090000 If we
classify the companies into three groups by spindles in the ranges of
above 40,000, 20,000 to 39,999, and below 199999, then, at the end of
1968! 23% of the local spinning companies had fallen into the first
range, 27% in the second range, and 50% into the third range respectively
(Figure 5). But, the capacity distribution of individual mills has
little difference (Table 8). This is due to some companies having
separate mills instead of a large single mill.
21
TABI! 7

























































































4,334 3,622 I,361! 6)2'79___1947 113,642) 10,76141 24,406
Source: Hong Kong Labor Department, "Stati.stics on Registeed, and Recorded Industrial Undertakings Classified by Industries and
Number of Employees as in March 196811 Part I
Notes:
Tsuen Wan Area includes Tsuen dan, Kwwrai Chung and Sham Tseng.
•i Kowloon for the purposes of this table extends from TsL-n Sha Tsui in the Louth to Cheung Sha Wan, and Lai Chi Kok in the
North and to Ngau Tau Kok, Kwun Tong and Lei Yue Nun in the East.
Including 4,005 ,employees (2,117 males and 1,888 females) in tieaving sections of 8 mills
22
TABLE 8
CAPACITY DISTRIBUTION OF HONG COTTON SPINNING MILLS.
( A STUDY OF THE 33 SPINNING MILLS, DEC. 1968)





















ping Companies by Ownership. Most of the cotton spinning com-
panies are owned by shanghai industrialists„ Only one company is
English owned, and one owned by Japanese industrialists. Two com-
panies are joint ventures with Chinese and Japanese investments. And
there is also one consolidated company, co-operated by Chinese and
English industrialists. In short, 25 spinning companies out of 30 are
solely owned and managed by Chinese, and among the 25 companies, 21 ,\are
owned by Shanghai industrialists.
SYNTHETIC FIBER AND THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
The sales of synthetic fabrics has increased greatly in the world
market after the invention of permanent press* This increase tends to
23
grow rapidly in the future0 But the local spinning companies did not
react enthusiastically even though the synthetic fabrics were exampt
from serious import quotas like cotton fabrics. Hesitation in the prod"
uction of synethetic fabrics is due to the technical difficulty faced
in weaving. So, at the end of 1968, only ten companies were engaged in
polyester-cotton yarn production.1 But, the high profits earned from
synthetic yarn compared with cotton yarn and the large demand from U.S.-
buyers are so attractive, that some spinning companies have begun to set
aside some of their spindles for pilot production. In fact, one large
spinning company has decided to use all its spindles to produce synthetic
yarn in the latter part of 1969; another company has already planned to
install new equipment and join the production of synthetic fabrics in 1969.
But, the future of the cotton spinning industry in Hong Kong is not
very bright. The reasons are several: (1) the quota limitation of exports
to the developed countries, (2) the peace in Vietnam seems promising.
If it becomes a fact, then.the U.S. demand for cotton fabrics will declines
(3) the tendency to lose the Indonesia market, (4) the strong competition
from Asian countries such as Taiwan, Soyth Korea, and Pakistan, (5) the
increasing wages of the industry, (6) the British Textile Council's
suggestion that the British Government imposes a 15% tariff rate against
Hong Kong textiles. If it is adopted, its influence on the industry
will be serious.
So, facing Jthe above problems, especially the pressure from
1Hong Kong Government, HONG KONG Report for the Year 1968
(Hong Kong: Hong Kong Government Press, 1969). p. 52.
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FIGURE 5
Sp-in s THE CAPACITY OF HONG KONG COTTON SPINNING CUj1PhNI S
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competition, the spinning mills have begun to improve their product
quality and methods in production management.
THE METHOD AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
METHOD OF THE STUDY
Library Research. Books and articles concerning production con-
trol techniques in cotton spinning mills are scarce, although the books
of cotton spinning technology and workshop management are many. This
is especially true in Hong Kongo The intention of writing this thesis
in the first place' is to summarize the methods of production control
in cotton spinning mills employed by the developed countries, then to
give some recommendations based on those advanced management techniques
to the local cotton spinning industrialists. Therefore, The H.K. Prod-
uctivity Centre Library, The H.K. Management Association Library, Brit-
ish Council Library, the library of H.K. Industry and Commerce Depart-
ment, Hong Kong University Library, Hong Kong Technical College Library,
and all the libraries of The Chinese University of Hong Kong were visited
But the results were very disappointing; no books or articles discuss.
ing the production control procedures in cotton spinning mills could
be found at that time. 'Textile World'' a textile journal, can be found
in the U.S. Cultural Centre Library, and some journals and a few textile
books emphasizing the management aspect also could be found in the H.K.
Technical College Library. But, the results were far below expectationo
As a consequence, the theory description in Chapter II of this
thesis is changed to discuss some general techniques of production
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control instead of the specific control techniques used in the spinning
industry of the developed countries. Books located in the libraries
of The Chinese University of Hong Kong were used for this purpose.
Observation and
Personal Interview. Since most of the cotton spinning companies
are owned by Shanghai industrialists, and the cotton spinning society
in Hong Kong is rather small (only 30 companies), the actual practices
in production management of different companies are quite similar.
This hypothesis was determined after some preliminary interviews with
managers and management executives of the industry. It is not necessary
to interview all spinning companies for this study. Therefore, letters
were mailed to all members of the Hong Kong Cotton Spinners Association
(There were 26 members at the end of 1967, based on the "Textile Technical
Journal" published by the Association, whose members processed 95% of
total spindleage in Hong Kong.) to ask for co-operation. As a result,
10 of them offered co-operation, 6 refused, and remaining 10 gave no
response.
Three-day observations were used at three selected mills. Each
of them represents one group of the cotton spinning mills classified
by spindles as stated in the previous section. About two to six hours
of personal interviews with open end questionnaires were used to the
remaining 7 companies that promised to co-operate. As a result, the
existing methods of production. control employed in different spinning
companies classified by spindles installed and ownership (i.e., joint
venture, consolidated, Chinese, English, and Japanese owned companies)
have been included in my study.
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Scope of The Study. This sthdy is aimed at the production control
functions of the local cotton spinning companies. Therefore, quality
control, inventory control, and other aspects of production management
are excluded. The whole study is concentrated on the production control
functions of the cotton spinning mills, namely, production planning,
routing, scheduling, dispatching, and follow up.
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CHAPTER II
PRODUCTION PLANNING AND CONTROL IN GENERAL
Many theories are formulated by practical experiences. It is es-0
peceally true of the field of production control. Many books and articles
in this field are written by intelligent practitionerso1 Many general
techniques of production control discussed in books have been used by
various companies. The major merit of general techniques is that, they
can be used in many companies in different industries after certain
adjustment.
Therefore, general techniques of production control are discussed
in this Chapter in order to form the basis to evaluate the local
practices in this field. Organization forms of production control,
production planning, and the control functions (i.e., routing, scheduling9
dispatching, end follow-up) are described in this Chapter. Some brief
comments on the relation of each production control function to the
cotton spinning industry are also discussed.
1For instance, E.H. MacNiece (the author of Production Forecasting,
Planning, and Control), and William E* Ritchie (the author of Production
..e
Control Systems.and Procedures", and "Production Planning and Control"'
in Production Handbook,ed. by Gordon B. Carson) are practitioners in
production management.
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ORGANIZATION FORMS FOR PRODUCTION CONTROL
In any manufacturing enterprise, there must be someone performing
the various functions of production control. They may be performed by
a person or a group of persons, or be allocated to people of different
rank on the authority line. In fact, the organization form of prod-
uction control is influenced by the following factors:
1. The size of the company.
2. The nature of production (or manufacturing).
3. The degree of control required.
4. The willingness of delegation of authority.
Generally speaking, organizations of production control may be
classified into three types, namely, the foreman control, expediter
control, and central office control.
FOREMAN CONTROL
In many plants, production control functions are executed by plant
superintendents, foremen, or other line personnel. This is foreman
control. It has been used for a long time and is still being adopted
in many small scale enterprises. Foreman or member of line staff under
this system, is responsible for the prompt delivery of finished goods;
he is responsible for all details of production in his department.
There are several advantages and disadvantages of using thin system.
(1) Advantages:
a. More flexibility*
b. Better machine assignment, because of better knowledge about
workers and the capacity and limitation of facilities in his
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department.
c. Easy to carry on manufacturing orders in his department*
d. No additional overhead.
e. Better knowledge about the production sequence of jobs in his
department.
(2) Disadvantages:
a. Difficult to obtain good coordination among departments, because
of the lack of information about the overall production process
of the plant.
b. Lack of information of shop load as a whole.
co Difficulty in expediting.
d. The foreman is overburdened with work.
e. The foreman has difficulty in handling the various complicated
work, that contravenes the theory of division of labour.
EXPEDITER CONTROL
In some factories, the performance of production planning (includes
routing and scheduling) and control (dispatching and expediting) is done
by different people. An expediter is assigned to move production orders
and report production progress of each production room. The position
of an expediter in the factory is only a staff, not member of the line
personnel. This is expediter control.
(1) Advantages:
ao The additional overhead cost is not high.
bo More flexibility.
ca Rapid movement of orders in plant.
d. Better information of production progress of the whole plant.
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(2) Disadvantages
a. Lack of overall shop load information*
be Information about overall planning and coordination is still
insufficient.
c. Danger of conflict between foreman and expediter.
CENTRAL OFFICE CONTROL
In large conipanies, production control activities are managed by
a control department or section, usually called production planning
department or control department. This department is responsible for
all activities-concerning production planning and control, namely, pro-
duction planning, routing, scheduling, dispatching, and follow up.
( 1) Advantages:
a. Better shop load arrangement due to the adequate overall
information.
b. Better evaluation of sales orders., due to the availability of
the whole picture of the company's sales plan.
c. Better coordination among departments in production activities.
d. More accurate estimation of delivery date, owing to better
information about the production time of each order.
e. Has a central evaluation of delay.
f. Easy to adopt systematic techniques of production control*
g. Foreman's burden is reduced, and, as a result, higher efficiency
of workers in an operation-room can be obtained.
(2) Disadvantages:
a. High overhead cost.
b. Risk of inflexibility.
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CO Danger of infringing on the areas of line authority.
THE DEFINITION OF PRODUCTION
PLANNING AND CONTROL
Production planning and control is the coordination of the available
materials, machines, and manpower to produce a product on schedule at
minimum cost. It consists of the planning of routing, scheduling, disc
patching, and inspection coordination, and the control of material,
methods, machines, tooling, and operation timeso1
Greene has once divided the. responsibilities of production planning













Source:. James H. Greene, Operations Plannin and Control(Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc.., 1967),p, 17.
1Gordon Be Carson, Production Handbook (2nd edo; New York: The
Ronald Press Co., 1964), po 2.1.
2James H. Greene, 0 erations Planning and Control (Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1967), po 14-170
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A more detailed explantation about the functions of production
planning and control is given by Eilon, He.divides the stages into three:
pre-planning, planning, and control stage.1
FIGURE 7






































Sucession of functional responsibilities
Feedback
Preplanning- .Planning Control-
Source:. Samuel Eilong Element of Production Plannin and Control
(New York: The MacMillan Co.,, 1962). p. 23.
1Samuel Eilon, Element of Production Planning and Control
(New York: The MacMillan Co. 9 1962), p.5.
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PLANNING THEORY
In planning, Preston Po LeBreton and Dale A4 Henning have suggested
seven theories for consideration.1 They are: the theory of need deter
mination, theory of choice, theory of data collection& processing?
theory of testing, theory of organizing for planning, the role'of com-
munication theory in planning, the role of persuasion theory in planning.
THEORY OF NEED DETERMINATION
In the planning process, the initial step is the recognition of a
need for preparing or modifying a plan. When the necessity planning
is recognized, the next step is to determine the causes of the problems
which need planning. This may be done by analyzing the following
factors: (1) source of ideas; (2) nature of the plan; (3) available
measurement guides;-(4) available time; (5) past experience of com-
pany; (6) experience of others; (7) qualifications of the planner;
and (8) relative cost in effort and money.
THEORY OF CHOICE
When the problem is recognized and needs for planning established,
there will be a lot of alternatives for solution. A trial-and.'error
method could be'introduced if the alternatives are very limited and
1Preston P. LeBreton& Dale A. Henning, Planning Theory (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Iic., 1961)o This whole section is sum$"
maxi Zed from LeBreton and Henning' s booko
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the costs are little. In fact, one faces a number of alternatives in
solving a problem, especially for long-term planning. Therefore,
certain factors are discussed here as guides for selecting altern-
atives.
(1) Objectives of the plan,
(2) Existing policies and procedures.
(3) Availability of resources.
(4) Time available.
(5) Cost-effort and money*
(6) Significance of plan or component*
(7) Frequency of preparation.
After alternatives of solving the problem are selected, each alter-
native is-evaluated by determining significant variables and assigning
quantitative values and probability values to the variables. Then,
the most favorable alternative is selected.
THEORY OF DATA COLLECTION
AND PROCESSING
Data collection is to seek out and acquire all necessary information
to prepared a plan. Data processing is to arrange the raw data or
information in a more useful form. The acquisition and uses of data
are explained clearly by LeBreton and Henning in Table 9.
THEORY OF TESTING
In talking about testing, we usually refer to the test of three
group of items, namely, data, data interpretation after processing,
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TABLE 9
SOURCES OF DATA AND THEIR USES
How data may
be acquired



















































and plans prepared as conclusions are drawn. The tests applied to
.scrutinize a plan are designed to measure the appropriateness,
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structual soundness, and sale ability of a plan. The logic and pure
reasoning, reference to known theories and principles, intuition,
model-scale, and life size, and field test ate the means of testing*
THEORY OF ORGANIZATION FOR PLANNING
Several groups of people in an enterprise participate in the plan-
ning process9 and play different roles. These include the top-level
units, i.e., the board of directors, executive committee, and presid-
ent; the major department heads; committees; and specialists.
The duties of a president in the planning process are to provide
data for plans, prepare the final integrated plan for board or committee
approval, issue final approval on plans which do not require the top-
level group judgement, and implement and control plans.
Approving final departmental plans, providing data and advice to
other departments and superiors, preparing company-wide plans in
concert with others, implementing top-level plans, and controlling of
plans are the roles which major department heads play in planning.
Planning theories and results are different according to the depart-
ment head's function, the kind and amount of authority possessed, and
the degree of decentralization in planning authority.
The duties of a committee are: to evaluate data, draw up the final
plan, and approve it.
As the business of an enterprise grows larger and the environment
becomes more complex, specialists are usually introduced into the
planning process. Then, the specialistts role is to originate ideas,
gather and interpret data, and formulate and recommend plans. But he
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has no authority to authorize the preparation of plans or approve
final plans. He also has no responsibility to implement or control
plans even though he should check his basic premises.
THE ROLE OF COMMUNICATION
THEORY IN PLANNING
Without communication, no plan can be implemented or even started*
There are several factors influencing the effectiveness of communication,
These are: the nature of the plant and its components, the qualification
of the communication and communicator, the level of communication
consciousness in the organization, and number of people involved in
the planning process*
THE ROLE OF PERSUASION
THEORY IN PLANNING
There are two ways to obtain co«soperation from others, one is to
order, and the other is to persuade. To use authority in an organization
has many advantages, but it does not imply that authority is effective
in any place'at any time in the organization. When authority does
not work, the need of persuasion arises* In planning, persuasion has
a great impact on: obtaining approval of the proposal, organizing the
planning staff, establishing contact with all co-operating units, and
obtaining approval of the plan.
LONG"TERM PRODUCTION PLANNING
Longterm production planning is an aggregate and capacity re-
quirement planning in order to meet the future forecasted demando It
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is also known as strategic planning, preplanning and long-term
capacity planning. It is a high"level management decision, usually
prepared for two to five years ahead m
Long-term production planning may be caused by the need of creation
and development of a new enterprise, the diversification and growth
of a going concern, and anticipation of technological change*- Sog in
preparing this kind of plan, one should consider the state of plant
facilities, equipment, workforce, and working capital in order to feed
the future demand. The following information is needed:
(1) Long-term demand forecasts and market .analysis.
(2) Preliminary engineering and manufacturing information and/or
historical load ratios.
(3) Current information on shop performance, inventories, etc.
(4) Capital budgeting of the enterprise.
There are many planning techniques to help a planner to make his:-
longterm planning. But the most common ones are the Gantt Project
Chart, Critical Path Method, and PERT (Program Evaluation and Review
Technique).
GANTT CHART
Gantt Chart may be used both in planning and control. Usually
it can be used for several purposes:
(1) To set down the priority of tote stages of a work, or to formulate a
plan.
(2) To carry the plan to completion.
(3) To find out the best arrangement of the work by reviewing each
step in the chart and all possible arrangements.
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(4) To help the planner to shorten or lengthen the time period of
the plan by rearranging the number of workers, machines, or kind
of facilities of a certain step in the plano
A Gantt Chart used for long-term planning is illustrated in the
following Figure 8ti
FIGURE 8
THE GANTT PROJECT PLANNING CHART
(DATE











Key: work propose started date;
work propose finished date;
actual completion work in terms of days.
In the above chart, the length of (1 is the predicted time
period for manufacturing at each step. The manufacturing dates of a
project may be shortened by finding out the stages which could be
shortened by the increase of manpower or machine (e.go, spinning,
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carding,...). For the purpose of control, each date or month, the
planner can put a bar( O E M from the upper left symbol( C__--1) to
represent actual work done. From the figure illustrated above the
production is behind schedule from carding to cone winding room, but
bundling is faster than predicted.
The shortcoming of this chart is the lack of interpretation of
any inter-relationships among the activities or stages. Its application
to the complicated plan is thus limited.
CRITICAL PATH METHOD-
The weaknesses of the oldest planning technique--Gantt Project
Planning Chart introduces the development of new planning techniques.
The Critical Path Method is thus established to help decision-makers
to handle complicated planning, analyzing, scheduling, and controlling
work. This method has two essential contributions.
(1) Determining the jobs.or activities of a plan which are critical
to the total project time.
(2) Determining-the best schedule of all jobs in the plan to the
target date at minimum cost.
Requirement of CPM.
(1) The projeet has a definable start and a definable finish.
(2) The jobs or activities may be started and stopped independently
within a given sequence.. Generally speaking, CPM cannot be applied
to the activities of continuous flow production, such as oil-
refining, because the jobs or operations should follow one after
another with, essentially, no slack.
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(3) The jobs in the project should be arranged in orders All necessary
sequential constraints should be made explicit.
(4) The time (and cost) to perform each activity should be estimated.
Comment. The essential contribution of the CPM technique to pro-
duction planning is that, it shows the whole picture of the sequence of
activities, time needed in each activity, and the relationship among
the activities.
Since the nature of cotton spinning is more closely to the flow pro-
duction, its application is not attractiveo But some spinning mills have
their own weaving departments9 and a few spinning companies in Bong Kong
also engage in dyeing and garment making activities; so, for integrated
planning the Critical Path Method is a very useful technique to the planners.
PERT
The PERT technique is almost the same as CPM. Sometimes people
use the two words to represent the same thing. However, there are two
differences between PERT and CPM. Those are the preparation in arrow
diagram and the time estimates for activities.1
SHORT-TERM PRODUCTION PLANNING
A short-term production plan is made by lower-level management as
compared with a long-term plan. It involves preliminary schedule, work
force and machine allocation, and regulation of inventory levels.-
-Elwood S. Buffa, Modern Production Management (New York: John
Wiley& Sons, Inc., 1965), po 534.
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The time period of a short-term production plan is one year or lesso
Short--term production planning is often known as tactical planning.:
In addition, there are also two criteria to distinguish the long-
term and short--term production planning.
(1) Degree of repetition: for long-term production planning the plan
is seldom repetitive, or nonrepetitive;
whereas, for short-term planning, the same
situation of the plan occurs frequently,
and subject to repeat.
(2) Degree of reversibility: generally speaking, long-term planning
involves large investments. Therefore
it is nonreversible.
ROUTING
Routing is to determine where the work is to be done. More
specifically, it is to determine the best operation sequence and time
needed for each operation of a specific order or work within the limit.
ation of a given period and the availability of equipment and manpower.
Therefore, routing involves the following factors:
(1) A study and analysis of:
a,* the nature of the product, in order to find out the best
processing method9
b. the kind of specific equipment needed for that product, and
co the capacity of machines and equipment available for the
process.
(2) The determination of:
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a. the sequence of operations,
b* the speed of each operation, and
Co the time required for each operation: eogo2 machine-set-up
time, machine operating time, allowances for process operations,
inspection time,' etco
(3) The preparation of route sheets.
(4) The grouping of route sheets into subassembles and major assembles0
(5) The preparation of work orders, to. make the routing more detailedo
In short, routing involves three major factors: the sequence of
operations, the kinds of machines and equipment, needed, and the time
should spend on each operation. It is the fir*t step in production
control.
Routing Sheet. In a continuous process company with a limited
products in production, the routing is automatically determined by the
production line* So, the procedure of routing is very simple. No
routing sheet is necessary.
In a job company, machines are grouped together according to their
function. Routing is used to find out the best route of a specific
order for production by utilizing the existing equipment. In this
case, in order to transmit the detailed information of an operation to
the people in appropriate positions, the preparation of-4 route sheet
is necessary.
In preparing the route sheet, several data should be included:
(1) Number and other identification of order,
(2) Qualification of material.
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(3) Number of pieces to be made,
(4) The number in each lot, when manufacturing in lotse
(5) Operation data, including:
a* list of operations or parts,
be departments in which the work is to be done,
c, machine and tool to be used for each operation, and
do fixed sequence of operations, if any,
Routing in S nning Mill Judging from the functions of routing
and the nature of cotton spinning manufacturing, one would find the
preparation of a route sheet unnecessary. There are two reasons:
(1) The routing procedure of cotton spinning manufacturing is rather
simplex It is a line production. Even for a job order manufacturing
company, the production process is the same for every yarn except
the carding operation. Some yarn needs combing and some does not.
(2). Machines in each production room are grouped into several sub*"
groups according to the count number of roving for convenience
(the same counts of roving represents the same blending of raw cotton).
So, the production route is fixed even for a job order company.
Planning for production boute is necessary only when the job order
exceeds the capacity of the subgroups of the production room, but
still the task is not complicated.
However, the work of routing can not be eliminated entirely: route
sheets should be combined with-job orders, and then it will be unnecessary
to make out the sheets indiv%dually.
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FIGURE 9



































































































SHEET NO. 1 OF 1
The above figure is only an example of preparing a route
There is no uniform route sheets for every plant. sheet.
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SCHEDULING
The purpose of scheduling is to determine when (or at what time)
a particular work is to be done. It is defined in "Production
Handbook" as:
Scheduling may be defined as the fitting of specific jobs into
a general time table so that orders may be manufactured in ac-
cordance with contractual liabilities, or, in mass production,
so that each component1. arrive at and enter into assembly in
proper order and time.
Judging from, the definition stated above, we may find that the
work of scheduling is still in the planning stage (or phase)„ But, an
overelaboration of scheduling is always a suggestion of lack of control.2
In planning for production schedule, the essential step is to find out
which machine or facility is suitable and available for specific work
in a given period. This needs the analysis and loading of machines„
The unit of machine loading for a specific order may be exprssed in
terms of product output (e.g., pounds, picks, yardage, etc., per hour)
or in hours of work. In short, in talking about production scheduling,
we usually include the working of machine loading.
In a job order company, prompt delivery always depends on careful
scheduling. The work of production scheduling can be separated into
two parts, namely, the master scheduling and short-term scheduling.
Usually,.when corporations are small, master schedule is used alone
1Carson, Production Handbook, p. 2.39.
2Albert W. Willsmore, Modern Production Control (3rd ed., London:
Sir Issac Pitman& Sons Ltd., 1963, po 95.
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in formal production scheduling. In larger corporations, master
schedule is used as a basis for loading the whole plant, and more detailed
short-term schedules with shorter production period are used for each
department or operation room.
Master Scheduling. When the delivery days for orders are long,
e.g., over two to three months, the procedure of scheduling is com-
plicated. It needs to display the planned deliveries and the work load
of each department or production. room on a work sheet0 This is master
scheduling. The sheet is known as master schedule. So. master scheduling
is to.determine the_ overall-production plan for the next several months
or a year.. The purposes of-prep aringthe master schedule are:
(1) To give,,on a monthly basis, the -information of a whole year's
production schedule of *orders received.
(2) To provide' on. a monthly basis, the information of a whole year's
aggregate load of each-production room.
A. simple master schedule form and the information needed for
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integrated" Harvard Business Review, XLVI (May-June,
1968) p. 126.
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Short-term Scheduling When master schedule has been determined,
the next step is to set up a more detailed estimation of the load for
the next few weeks of each machine or work center., This is short-
term scheduling or machine loading, which is to set up a machine
loading schedule for each production room in a period shorter than
the master schedule. The purposes are:
(1) To balance the capacity of various work centers,
(2) To schedule activities on the shop floor.
(3) To reduce machine idle time by detailed machine load scheduling.
(4) To reduce bottle--necks in work flow.
In a job order company, machine loading may be planned for each
order. This is called order scheduling (rig. 12).1 The time (which
includes set-up time, starting time, completion time, and even material
moving time) needed to be spent on each facility of the specific order
is scheduled. The advantage of order scheduling is that each phase of
operations of a specific order is planned in detail, thus giving man-
agement more assurance about the prompt delivery of the order. If the
order schedule is planned over several months, then some adjustments
are necessary after actual production progress. However, this kind of
scheduling has several shortcomings:
(1) If the specific order assigned to a facility cannot occupy the
whole manufacturing hours of that facility, then the activity of
'Eo D. Scheele W. L& R. J. Wimmert, Principles
and Design of Production Control Systems (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1960), pa 161.
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facility should be planned several. times for different orders,)
thus increasing the cost of planning*
(2) When operation times are short,) it is difficult to ttra.ck' the
process*
(3) If active orders are many,) or changes are frequent,) it is
difficult to maintain.
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Notes:
Bars represent the jobs (in volume) to be done at various
times by the different facilities.
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Source: William K. Holstein, "Production planning and co itrol
integrated, Harvard Business Review, XLVI (May-June
1968), p. 132 0
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Techniques for Scheduling,. There are various kinds of technique
devised for production scheduling and control purposes, They include
mathematical methods, charts, hoards, card record systems, and elect-
ronic data'processing equipment. But only a few are discussed here*
(1) Index Method of scheduling.*
In the practice of production scheduling,, the 'first come,
first served' method, is often adopted when there is no rush order.
But, if there are several orders waiting for schedule, the index
method can help the planner to have a more systematic schedule
and a less costly production. Index method- of scheduling needs
some subjective evaluation for the analysis, so if is not entirely
mathematical. The procedures of index method are as follows:
(a) Accumulate the jobs for the machines or facilities to be
scheduled.
For example, there are 20 number of counts of cotton
yarn waiting for spinning, seven of them can be spun by
three kinds of spinning frames available in the spinning
room. Then the first step is to sort out these orders into
groups
(b) Assign all the jobs to the best facility,, regardless of the
limitation of machine availability (Table 10).
(c) Calculate the index numbers for the non-.optimal combination:
It is to divide the hours of non-.optimal machines for
each job by hours of the best machine (in Table 10, the best
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Total Hours Available 200 200 200
Total Hours Required 403 0 0
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For example:
Index number of 14s: Frame A= 50°°-= 1 (50 hours optimal)
50
B= 60= 1* 2
50
Q
C a_ 50 14






(d) Remove the work from the optimum machine which has the smallest
index number in the scheduling table, then reassign the job
to another machine or facility with the smallest index number.
This work is carried on until the total load of the best
machine is less then or equal to the machine hours available
(see Table 11). The same procedure is used to re-assign
the job to other machines until all jobs are assigned.
After the index number of scheduling, the total spinning
hours for the seven orders are 433 (193+ 120+ 120). But,
if the schedule is planned in the 'first come, first sevvedt
basis, the total spinning hours are 480 (50+ 60 4 60+ 55
+ 80+ 100.. 75). Thus 47 machine hours are saved*
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Hours. Required 193 120 120
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(2) Critical Path Method:
Critical Path Analysis can be used to determine the total
production time of an order and to optimize the assignment of
machine load by disclosing the critical point of manufacturing,
This method has been discussed in the previous sectiono
(3) Sched-U•Graph:
Sched-U-Graph is another device used for machine loading,
scheduling, and follow--up purposes. Its form is the same as Kardex
and is made up of a. series of heavy draft paper flaps with clear
plastic margins at the bottomol
(4) Produc-Trot Board:
Produc.Trol Board is composed of three parts: the index
record panel,-the tape pegs' and the peg board (Fig. 14). It
is made up of a series of paper flaps like Sched'-U-Graph. Each
machine or facility is assigned to one of these .flaps. The title
and number of the machine or facility is inserted into the plastic
margins for easy reading0 There is a number tap peg on the right
side of each flap with a string attached. Each flap,has two
rows of holes in the peg board which are located at the right
of the flap. The upper row of holes is uded to put on colored pegs.
The lower row is reserved for the tape pegs. For machine load
ing, the flap peg is used to represent the actual work loaded
For detail descriptioril please refer to: Carson, Production
H andboog, p. 3.32-37.
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on each machine. The colored pegs on the upper loads are used
to represent the historical load. Thus, the loads of each





















in Spinning Millo Systematic scheduling is very helpful to
the job order spinning companies. The variety of count numbers of
yarn makes scheduling more essential in production control0,production
costs can be minimized if jobs are in optimal allocation and machine
loads are in proper assignment. Systematic use of scheduling and
scheduling tools is very helpful in achieving this goal.
DISPATCHING-- ACTION STAGE
After production sequences and schedules are determined, the next
step is to move the jobs to the operation department for production.
This procedure-for releasing orders and instructions is called
dispatching.
The procedure of dispatching includes the following factors:
(1) To arrange the movement of materials and tools determined in
planning and scheduling to the using department before production.
(2) To issue job orders to authorize production.
(3) To issue time tickets, instruction cards, and other operation:,
description forms when workers are occupied with various operations.
(4) To send out inspection orders to feed back the results of scheduling.
(5) To observe the movement of work to the next production room or
department.
JOB ORDER
Although a dispatcher should issue material order, tool order,
job order, and inspection order, job order is the most important one.
Without job order, the work will not be started. Usually, job order
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consists of the following information:
(1) Name of the operation department.
(2) Order number and part number
(3) Operation name and number.
(4) Machine number and worker's number.
(5) Quantity of productions
(6) Date.to be starte do
(7) Maximum time for production.
(8) Blank spaces for recording:
a.. start time of operation,
b. f.in:f-shed time of operation,
c. elapsed time of operation,
d. standard time of operation, and
eo set up time of operation.
CONTROL BOARD OF DISPATCHING: HOOK BOARD
For the assignment of work to each machine in dispatching, the
hook-type dispatch board is found useful (Fig. 16) o It can help dis.
patchers and management executives to-find out the following facts
easily:
(1) The present load of machines in the operation rooms; whether there
are any machines not engaged with jobs.
(2) Production location of each job in the operation rooms.
(3) The next arrangement of each machine; whether there is any machine
in lack of a next job.
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(4) The planned load of each machine after the next assignment;






CHINE NO ORDER NO.
[OPERATION: OPERATION NO.:




PIECES FINISHED STANDARD DPEPL TIME SET UP TINE
LAPSED TIME: TOTAL TIME
POREMAN: DISPATCHER: PRODUCTION CONTROL HEAD:
DISPATCHING IN SPINNING MILLS
The relative significance of dispatching in job order spinning
mills is different according to the nature of each production room.
(1) Mixing and.Blowing Room to Roving Room:
From Mixing and Blowing Room, the items for production are
seldom changed. Most of the machines produce the same items in
a whole month or even in a whole year. So, the work of dispat-
ching is very simple. Job orders are dispatched to these production















(2) Spinning Room to Bundling Room:
But, in Spinning Room and the following rooms, there are
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various kinds of yarn in production. Counts of yarn are fre-
quently changed according to the customer's requirement.
Clear and careful dispatching is needed for a soundly controlled
mill.
In addition, the type of essential tools used in each operation
of cotton spinning are very limited; tools like bobbins are usually
stored in operation rooms. So, tool order may be combined with job
ordero
FOLLOW-UP -a- COMPLIANCE STAGE
Follow-up is to check the progress of production; if the work
is behind schedule, one should find out the reasons for this delay.
In a job order company, the work of follow-up is to check the production
progress of an order from the first operation until the product is
ready for delivery.
If the work of routing, scheduling and dispatching are done
properly, and operation rooms are in normal condition, then no follow-
up is necessary. However, this ideal goal. can never be obtained;
there are,at least, several factors that could influence the smooth
flow of items in production. These factors are:
(1) Errors in routing, scheduling, and dispatching.
(2) Equipment breakdowns,
(3) The absence of some key workers.
(4) E high rejection rate.
(5) The low working morale.
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The procedures of foll olf-up includes:
(1) To record and report the machine idle time and other abnormal
production situation and ask for the delay of certain jobs.
(2) To record the actual production time of each cob for payroll
department as well as the production cobtrol department.
(3) To prepare the progress report; it includes data collection
and data interpretation.
(4) To determine feasible action to remove or reduce the causes
of delay in schedule.
PROGRESS REPORT
Follow-up may be done by written reports or oral reports. Both
systems have their merits and disadvantages. So, most companies employ
both report systems. The telephone is the most common instrument for
oral reporting. As for written reporting, the progress records are
often employed.























SCHEDULED VS. ACTUAL PROGRESS CHART
To evaluate the actual production progress of an order, the
'scheduled vse actual progress chart[ is found useful to provide gen-
eral information. about the ;progress (Fig* 18).*
FIGURE 18








(OR GANTT PROGRESS CHART)
The symbol() indicates the start of the operation and the
() shows the scheduled finishing date0 The total length of the
heavy bar( MMM) represents the numbers of items manufactured. The
( V") points out the present date* Sol when the heavy body bar does
not reach the date with(/) a that means the work is behind schedule
(Fig. 19)o A decision should be made for the delay.
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FIGURE 319
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Cotton spinning industry is a line production industry, If the
supply of one production room is insufficient due to any unexpected
accident, then machine idle time would properly occur in the following
production rooms. In a job order company, progress control is very
important,especially the control. of supply from the roving room.
Generally speaking, two kinds of production progress are worthy of
notice:
(1) The production progress from one operation room to another.
(2) The production progress in the roving and spinning rooms.
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CHAPTER III
PRODUCTION CONTROL PRACTICE TN HONG KONG
SPINNING INDUSTRY
Hong Kong cotton spinning industry was established by Shanghai
industrial.isteo They brought capital and technical know-how from
Shanghai together with the methods of management. Now, among the 30
spinning companies in Hong Kong, 21 of them are owned and managed by
Shanghai industrialists. In, fact, most of the top executives of the
spinning mills are Shanghainese or are at least conversant with the
Shanghai dialect: After the preliminary interviews with several
executives of some spinning mills, the author was told that most of
the production control methods used by the mills were quite similar.
This high level of conformity was verified later by the study of the
ten spinning companies. Therefore, the author believes that the local.
production control methods, studied from the ten companies, can at
least reveal the major.parts of the actual situation.
In order to form a clear picture of the production control practices
in spinning mills, the local practices are analyzed from several dif.
ferent aspects. The sales practice, the functions of line personnel,
the organization .forms of production control, the common control methods,
and the technques used for production control are discussed in detail
in this Chapter.
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THE ATTITUDE OF THE SPINNING INDUSTRIALISTS
TOWARD PRODUCTION CONTROL
Production control is simple in continuous production factories
like some cotton spinning mills with a few counts of yarn in production,
But it is not true of factories that produce to order, even though
they are line production in mature like spinning mills in. Hong Kong.
Systematic production control system is found useful in many factories,
especially in factories that product to order„ But what is the attitude
of local spinning industrialists toward production control? This may
be measured by using two indices: (1) The work is done by whom? Is
it performed by line personnel as a part of their duty, or assigned
to a (or some) specialist(s) to execute with full responsibility? (2)
If the work is done by a specialist, then what is his position in the
organizational chart of the company?
THE TORK IS DONE BY WHOM?
According to this study, the functions ofproduction control in
spinning mills are executed by two types of employees: the line per-
sonnel and the staff (specialist). For the former, the control work
is often done by: a) the managing director, who is also the mill man*"
ager; b) mill manager or deputy mill manager; or c) engineer (or chief
engineer), who is the head of the spinning department. For the latter
type, the control work is done by the staff of: a) quality control
department; or b) planning department.
Among the ten spinning mills, five of them have their control
functions done by a mill manager or deputy mill manager, three by engineers,
one by a quality control department, and one by a planning department.
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In mills with less than 20,000 spindles, the control work is done by
mill managers, whereas, in mills with spindles over 40,000 the work is
often executed by engineers, a quality control department, or a plan-
ning department (Table 12).
TABLE 1.2
THE DISTRIBUTION OF MILL CAPACITY AND PEOPLE IN CHARGE OF
PRODUCTION CONTROL FUNCTIONS
(A study of 10 spinning companies in Hong Kong, March 1969)
No. of
Mills



























company has weaving department and located in the same plant with
spinning department.
From this analysis, 80% of the ten spinning mills requires the
line personnel to handle planning and control work in addition to their
daily supervision routine.
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TIE POSITION OF THE CONTROL
SPECIALISTS IN THE ORGANIZATION
Two out of the ten spinning mills delegate the production control
authority to staff in quality control department or planning dep artmento
The theory of specialization in management is thus employed to reduce
the burden of line personnel.. Actually there is only one company, out
of the total 30, that has set up a planning department to have an integral
control of the mill's production. But unfortunately, this department
is under the supervision of the engineer, not under the mill manager or
managing director. Since an engineer is only responsible for production
activities of one department (spinning, weaving, etc.), the planning de-
partment head should take care of integral production arrangements as
well as the company's sales projects. If the control work is under the
control of an engineer, the work done by the planning department may not
be objective from the whole company's point of view,
Summarizing the above analysis, about 90% of local spinning mills
assigns the control work to line personnel. Even though there are some
companies using specialists in planning and control, their status in
the organization is not influential.
1From Table 8, 18 percent of the 33 local spinning mills installed
more than 40,000 spindles. In Table 12, 66 percent of the mills in this
range assigned production control activities to planning staff. Infer.
ring by these figures, approximately 12 per cent of mills adopted this
type of control. Since only one company had a production planning de-
partment, the percentage of mills which employed staff to handle con-
trol work might be less than 12.
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SALES PRACTICE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON
PRODUCTION CONTROL PRACTICE
COMPANY ORGANIZATION AND
FUNCTIONS OF SALES DEPARTMENT
It is easy to recognize the important role of the sales depart-
ment in a company that produce to order. In such companies the production
control practices are always influenced by the sales department.
Now let us have a close look at the organization structure of
local spinning companies.
The organization chart on the next page reveals at least two points:
(1) The operations of a spinning company are divided into two, i.e.,
the general office operation and mill operation. In fact, general
offices of these 30 spinning companies are located in the Central
District of, Hong Kong Island and Tsim Sha Tsui District of the
Kowloon. Penninsula. Whereas the mills are scattered at Tsuen Wan,
Kwun Tong, and other places in Kowloon (Table 7).
12) Procurement of raw cotton is planned by sales department.
The functions of sales department related to production control
activities are summarized as follows::
(1) The sales department is fully responsible for sales contracts.
The change in delivery date, order size, or production specification
is communicated to the mill by the sales department. For urgent
delivery, customers usually contact the godown section of the mill.
(2) Monthly production plan should be approved by the sales manager.
In facto monthly production plan and master schedule are done by
the sales departments in many spinning companies.
(3) A' formal meeting is held in mill office once a week to discuss
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FIGUR ?Q
A GiiNL-R.ALIZED ORGANIZP.TIOv (;HART OF HONG KONG
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production plans. This is due to the different locations of the
general office and mill. The participants of the weekly meeting
are the sales manager, mill manager, and engineer.
(4) Long-term capacity plans are also designed by the sales department.:.
Actually the sales manager has more power even though the status
of sales manager and mill manager are equals in the organization
chart (Fig. 21). The feasons for this phenomenon are several:
a. Cotton spinning companies in Hong Kong produce to order;
b. Sales orders are not ample for most firms, so, mills are used
to produce any orders accepted by the sales department. The
sales department will. not discuss an individual order with the
mill except when the ability to produce such an order is not
sure,v
co The sales department seems to have direct relation with the
company's profit.
d. In some companies, the managing director and sales manager are
the same person.
SALTS PATTERN AND ITS INFLUENCE
There are three types of customers who use local yarn. They are:
(1) Foreign buyers.
(2) Company's own weaving, knitting, or/and other mills.
(3) Local buyers.
The work of production control is different when the company has
different compositions of the these types of customers.
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Spinning Mills with
Local Customers Only. Sales orders received from these customers
are often on a monthly basis. But rush orders of one week's notice are
often received. For this type of spinning mills, the period of production
planning is usually limited to one month only. If rush orders are many,
the usefulness of monthly production plan is reduced. So, production
control. is very difficult. Mills with less than 20,000 spindles often
face this problem.
Spinning Aii11s with Both
Local Buyers and Sister Millsd Even though orders received from
weaving mill.are three to four months orders, yet yarn demand is issued
only monthly to the spinning mills at the end of each month. In prepar-
ing the monthly production plan, the demand of a weaving mill is scheduled
first. The remaining capacities are left for locat buyers. That is to
say, rush orders received by these companies would be less than the
previous type of companies.
Spinning Mills with Foreign
and Local Customers
as well as Sister Mills. The total amount of export yarn of a
firm is limited by import quotas set by developed countries. According
to statistical results, less than 10% of local yarn is produced for
export (Table 4). So, for small scale companies, the amount of export
yarn producbd is neligibleo But for the larger companies, although
their export value of yarn is small compared with other customers, yet
the due date of each order is long, e.g.,three to six months.
In order to meet the shipping date for delivery, some mills give
first consideration of such orders to monthly production planning.
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The demand of their own weaving or knitting sheds is considered next.
The remaining equipment is allocated to local buyers4 If the demand
of local buyers exceeds the remaining capacity, delay of delivery is
adopted. But this delay is determined by the sales department.
Among the ten spinning mills, seven of them have weaving depart-
ments located in the same plant. Five of these mills adopt this
production planning practice.
PRODUCTION CONTROL PRACTICE IN COMMON
"The less change, the be1tter" is the principle of production cons"
trol in the local spinning mills. As we recall, the manufacturing nature
of the cotton spinning industry is flow (or line) production; the sales
practice of local spinning companies is production for order; and over
90% of cotton yarn is produced for local consumption. These practices
have great influence on the local production control.
Now, let us discuss a-little bit about production practice in the
local spinning industry. There are two kinds of count numbers used in
operation rooms. One is the counts of roving, the other is counts of
yarns Counts of roving are used to identify cotton or synthetic strands
from the 'Mixing and Blowing' room to the 'Roving' room. Each count
represents one kind of cotton mix or one kind of quality. These count
numbers are employed for internal control purpose. Counts of yarn are
used to identify the final product. Different counts of yarn represent
different grades. The count numbers used in the 'Spinning' room and the
'Finishing' rooms are counts of yarn. These are about 7 to 10 different
counts of roving and 30 to 40 counts of yarn manufactured monthly in a
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spinning mill. One count of roving can be spun into several counts of
yarn, for instance, 10s of roving can be spun to 10s, 12s, 14s, 15's,
16s, 18s, and 20s of yarn. So, count changing in a spinning room is
frequent and occurs daily, whereas the change of roving count is in-
frequent.
From the results of this study, the author has found out that pro-
duction control methods adopted by the ten companies are quite similar.
The top executives of the visited mills all agreed that most of the pro-
duction control methods employed by the mills of this industry were al-
most the same. Therefore, it is not difficult-to generalize the situation
If one recalls that 21 companies out of the 30 are managed by Shanghai
industrialists, one would probably not be surprised..,at this high degree
of conformity. A general review of production:cont.rol methods employed
in the local spinning industry is discussed below0
LONG--TERM PRODUCTION PLANNING
Long-term capacity plans are designed by the business department.
The new proposal is discussed in the weekly meeting held in the mill
office. The participants of this weekly meeting are the managing director.;
(who attends occasionally), sales manager, mill manager, and engineer.
Since the political situation of Hong Kong is unique, spinning industrial-
ists are unwilling to be involved in large capacity investment. "The
shortest pay back period, the better" is their principle in long--term
planning. Most of the long-term production plans are shaped informally.




The production nature of the local. spinning mills is batch production
(please refer to.Chapter I); and the counts of roving is limited. There-
fore before the mill was established., the counts of roving to be
manufactured were estimated. Then the number of carding machines and
drawing machines needed to supply one roving machine for producing a
specific count was estimated, and the number of spinning frames which can
be supplied. by this roving frame was also estimated. For instance, if a
roving machine is planned to produce 15s, then the number of carding, draw-
ing, and spinning machines can be calculated according to the production
rate of the roving machine. So, once the machine layout has been deter-
mined, the production routes are also formed. But local, spinning companies
produce to order. When the capacity of the original route of a specific
count is inadequate, other machines ate assigned for this count. In this
case, some adjustments of machine parts are necessary.
Usually, when 'a mill receives orders, the first step is to group to-
gether the counts of yarn which use the same count of roving. For instance;
in the above example, the mill, receives orders for 10s, 12s, 16s, 20s,
30s, 40s, and 60s. The first step is to rou the 10s, 12s, 16s, and
20s together, because they use the same 10 roving. The next step is
to find out whether there are any spinning frames engaged in these counts.
If there are some frames spinning the 10s, 12s, 16s, and.20s, then the
new order is assigned to these machines wherever possible. When'all
orders are assigned to the machines which still manufacture the same
count, and when the available machine capacities of a certain counts are
not adequate, the counts are allocated to othet machines of their group,
For instance, the order of 16 s is for 20 bales, and only 10 bales can be
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absorbed by the frames which engage in this count. Then the remaining
10 bales should he assigned to any machine of the 10s roving's group* If
there is no room for 16s in the original route, then it is assigned to
other groups. Anyway, most of the counts of yarn have their own routes
of production, but the actual practice is flexible, therefore new routes
are considered when necessary. However, "The less change, the better" is
the principle of routing and machine loading adopted by local spinning mills,
MASTER SCHEDULING AND
MONTHLY PRODUCTION PLANNING
"Never stop the spinning frame" is the principle of production plan-
ning in the local spinning mills. Generally speaking, production planning
of local. spinning mills is based on actual orders. But when orders received
are below. the capacity of spinning room, then certain popular counts (e.g.,
s
20) are produced. The purpose is to let the spinning frames keep on
moving.
If we use the term 'master schedule' to represent a form whcih pro-
vides the information of an overall production plan and aggregate load of
operation rooms for a year' then this form is not utilized by .l-ocal.
practitioners. Instead, two methods of production planning are adopted
for two types of yarn, namely, the export yarn and the local yarn.
Production Plans for Export Yarn. Orders from foreign custonjers
are usually received one or several months ahead. Whenever a foreign
order is received, several tasks have to be done:
(1) To record the due date o
(2) To estimate the total set-days of spinning frames needed for this order,
(3) To estimate the total set-days of roving frames needed.
(4) To arrange the production sequence in spinning room.
(5) Toschedule the production time.
For foreign orders, spinning mills usually use a separate sheet to
record the above items. But the total amount of export yarn of a com-
pany is limited by import quota. In fact, less than 10% of local yarn is
for export (Table 4). So, spinning mills usually set aside a few machines
for these orders, and the time spent on planning such orders is in-
significant.
Monthly Production Plans
for Local Yarns. Most of the plant capacities of a local spinning
mill are engaged in manufacturing yarn for supplying the company's weaving,
or/and knitting mill(s), and the local customers (i.e. weaving, knitting,
spinning, and other factories). A monthly production plan is designed
as a guide for the whole month production. The reasons for limiting the
production planning to one month are as follows:
(1) Local orders may be divided into regular or irregular orders. The
former orders are issued on a monthly basis, whereas the latter ones
are rush orders and usually issued one or two weeks ahead. Both
types of orders are very common in practice. So the production
planning period is thus limited to one month.
(2) The formal notice of yarn needed by the company's weaving shed is
issued to spinning department once a month even though orders received
by the shed may be more than a month. Since the production planning
work of many mills is performed by line personnel of each department
(spinning, weaving, etc.), the planner of the spinning department
has no detailed information about the future demand of the weaving
department. Therefore, the production plan is limited to one month only
0-1
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The monthly production planning is prepared a few days before the
coming month. The common procedures of the monthly production planning
are as follows:
(1) Group the orders together according to the count number of yarns
(2) Classify the counts to several groups according to the counts of
roving used.
(3) Calculate the set-days of spinning and roving frames needed for
each order and each yarn (count of yarn).
(4) Sequence the production of each order by using the following priority:
export yarn, yarn for weaving shed, and yarn for local sales.
SHORT-TERM SCHEDULING
OR MACHINE LOADING
"First come, first served" is the principle of local production
planning and machine loading. Counts of yarn are assigned to the usual
routes according to the amounts calculated in the production plan. The
total. pounds scheduled for production are more than the pounds ordered.
The reason is to avoid failure in delivery due to accidents.
Machine loading of the month in spinning and roving rooms are often
shown by a machine-load chart. But loading is based on the total amount
of the count needed for the month, not on an individual order.
DISPATCHING
Although a production plan is made at the end of the previous month,
manufacturing orders for the scheduled counts are not. all dispatched at
the beginning of the month for several reasons:
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( 1) Some of the counts may be scheduled to be started a few days later,
because the machines for such counts may still be occupied.
(2) The count assigned to the machine is the same as the count in pro-
duction. So, only orders for different packing are dispatched to
the bundling room. No manufacturing orders' are sent to the
operation rooms.
So, manufacturing orders are dispatched only when the machine is
going to have a count change. In other words, dispatching is not based
on individual orders, but on different counts.,
FOLLOW-UP
Production progress is based on the comparison of actual production
and standard production. No mill (out of the ten mills studied) compares
the actual production with the scheduled production.
Local spinning mills use two methods to follow-up progress. One is
personal. expediting, the other is expediting by records such as daily
operation record, blackboard, etc.
The people in charge of production planning and control. usually
have a walk around the work shop immediately after arriving at the
plant in the morning. Besides, these people are required by top man-
agement to spend more time in the operation rooms. So, they find out
the actual production progress by observation. The other way is to
record the daily record or clock record of each machine to find. out
the actual production records. Both of these two daily expediting
methods are employed simultaneousely in every mill.
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FUNCTIONS OF LINE PERSONNEL IN SPINNING MILL
Titles of line personnel, of the local spinning mills are not identified
Usually, several titles are used by different companies to represent the
same position. In order to identify the terminologies used in this study,
functions of each line employee are described in this .section. The title
defined here is used through this thesis to describe any person who does
the same functions. Although line authority structures and their
functions of some companies are not exactly the same as described, yet
the variance is not significant. In other words, the structures and
function of line personnel of local spinning mills discussed here are
representative.
FIGURE 22
STRUCTURE OF LINE AUTHORITY IN SPINNING MILLS
(A generalization of the ten studied mills)
Mi i i Manager
Deputy Mill Manager















Notes: Eighteen companies unite their spinning mill and weaving
mill in a single plant (Chapter I, Mill. Location).
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MILL MANAGER
A mill manager of local spinning company is responsible for all
activities of the mill. he managers. If the company has a weaving shed
located at the same place as the spinning mill, then activities of the
weaving shed are also under the control of the mill manager. A few local
spinning companies do not employ mill managers, managing director is then
known as mill managero In this case,a mill executive secretary is em-
ployed to take charge of the mill when the managing director (also mill.
manager) is not in the mill.
DEPUTY MILL MANAGER
The duties of deputy mill managers in the local spinning mills can
be sparated into two types. One is to be responsible for personnel
and general services of the mill, the other is to take care of production
operations, which include operation, maintenance, and quality control
activities. These-activities include both the spinning department and
weaving department if they are located in a single plant.
Three mills (or 30% of the sample) adopt the former type. Three
mills (or 30%) adopt the latter form. Among the ten spinning mills,
+-wo of them (20% have two deputy mill managers, two (20%) have one
deputy manager, and six (60%) of them do not employ deputy mill managers.
ENGINEER
The engineer is accountable for keeping the work shop of the spin-
ping department or weaving department on normal operation. He is res6"
ponsible for the daily operation routine. The operation section, main-
tenance section, and quality control group of the spinning mill are under
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the engineer's control. But one of the ten mills uses the title 'chief
engineer' to represent the same position.
ASSISTANT ENGINEER
An engineer usually has two assistants, one is the assistant engineer
in charge of operation, the other is the assistant engineer in charge of
maintenance. Usually the assistant engineer supervises operation
activities (which includes the work from cotton blowing and mixing to
yard bundling).
TECHNICIAN
Hong Kong spinning mills operate in three shifts a day, but the
working hours of mill managers to assistant engineers of the authority
line range from eight to nine hours a day. They all work in the day
time. But after their working:..*.hours, the production rooms are still in
operation. There must be some one responsible for supervising the production
rooms. This person is called technician. Usually there are three tech-
nicians for three shifts of a spinning mill. Their duty is to manage
the work done in the operation rooms only. Although they are called
technicians, yet they are not involved in any machinery work such as
maintenance or electric repair tasks*
FOREMAN
To supervise the work done in an operation room is the task of a
foreman. Some mills assign one foreman to one operation room, some
assign one foreman to several operation rooms, that depends on the size
of the operation room and the number of workers involved.
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ORGANIZATION FORMS OF PRODUCTION CONTROL
In the first section of this Chapter, we know that the functions
of production control in local spinning companies are performed by a
mill manager, engineer, a quality control department, and a planning
department in different companies, But after grouping, they can be
classified into three types of organisation forms. These are: foreman
or line personnel control, expediter control, and central office con-
trol (Table 13).
TABLE 13
ORGANIZATION FORMS ADOPTED BY H.Ie SPINNING COMPANIES































company has weaving department and located in the same plant with
spinning departments
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FOREMAN OR LINE PERSONNEL CONTROL
Production control functions (routing, scheduling' dispatching, and
follow-up) of a spinning mill., if performed by a mill manager, engineer,
or other line personnel, are classified as 'foreman or line personnel
control'. Three types of this organization form are emplo,*ed in practice.
They are: (1) Single control by mill. manager' (2) Joint control. by mill
manager and engineer, and (3) Single control by engineer.
Single Control by Mill Manager. Among the ten spinning mills, only
one mill with less than 20,000 spindles uses this type of control. A
deputy mill manager in charge of a production department is responsible
for all production management functions. Because there is no weaving
shed located in the spinning mill and there is no engineer under him,
therefore the duty of this deputy manager is equivalent to an engineer
(refer to'Function of Ling Personnel in Spinning Mill').
(1) Monthly production planning:
After receiving the monthly sales plan at the end of each month,
the deputy mill manager calculates the following data for the coming
month:
a,o pounds needed for each count of yarn, and the amount needed on
different due dates,
b. number of set-days of spinning frames for each count,
Co the set--days of roving frames for each count,
do the adjustments of machine .loads due to rush orders, and
.ea production schedules of each order and machine loading.
(2) Production control (dispatching and follow-up):
'Counts changing notice' is issued by a quality control section
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after receiving the oral. command of the deputy mill. manager. He
also watches the production progress by personal observation as
well as by the information supplied by an operation daily report
prepared by the clerical workers of his department. In short, he
executes all production control work: in his mill except for master
scheduling. For expediting, a technician of the morning shift acts
as his assistant and releases some of his burdens of these aspects0
Joing Control by Mill
Manager and Engineer. Under this type of organization, monthly
production planning is performed by a mill manager or deputy mill manager?.
whereas the routing, scheduling, dispatching, and foi? oi.•-up are executed
by the engineer of the spinning department. Four out of ten spinning
mills adopt this practice. Each of these companies has a weaving mill,
and three of them are located together with their spinning mills.
(1) Monthly production planning:
After receiving the orders for the coming month, the mill
manager or deputy mill manager's duties are to:
a* Calculate the total pounds of each yarn needed for production,
including all sources of orders,
b. compute the set-days of roving and spinning rooms needed for
each count, and to
c. send the above data to the engineer for short-term scheduling.
(2) Short-term scheduling, dispatching, and follow-Bp:
The engineer arranges the routes for each count (not for each
order) and the loading for each machine after he receives the
monthly-production plan. Then, 'counts changing notices' are
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delivered to the foreman of each appropriate rooms whenever it is
necessary. If production progress is slow or behind estimation') the
engineer is responsible for making suitable adjustments and dis-
patching the new arrangement. So, the engineer is also responsible
for expediting the production progress.
Single Control, by Engineer. Two out of the ten spinning companies
adopt this type of organization,, Both of the companies have weaving de-
partments located in the same plant -wwith their spinning mills. Under
this type of control, the engineer of the spinning department takes all
the responsibility of production planning and control. Actually, the
monthly production plan (or bi-monthly; one firm uses a fortnight production
plan) is prepared by the sales department and discussed in the weekly
meetings. So, the engineer's duty is to execute short-term scheduling,
dispatchino, and expediting.
EXPEDITER CONTROL
A planning staff is employed to follow-up the production progress
of each order. He keeps the records of yarn orders and grey cloth orders.
If the delivery date of an 'order is delayed by the present progress, then
the planning staff will inform the engineer of spinning department three
days ahead; this staff has no authority to dispatch orders or give orders
to foreman. This is expediter control which is now employed by one spin-
ning mill out of the ten mills. This mill's capacity is in the range
of 2O,OQ0 ;.to.,39, 999 spindles, and it has a weaving shed in the same plant.
Monthly Production Plan. In this type of organization, three groups
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of people are involved in the monthly production planning. They are:
1. Engineer: He estimates the future production of his department
based on the existing machine allocation and the
foreign orders received.
2. Staff for mill budgets: He obtains the production plans from the
weaving and spinning department, then compromises them
if there are any conflicts, and sends there to the sales
department for approval.
3. Sales department: The sales department adjusts the preliminary prod-
uction plans by orders received, then sends them back to
the mill for production.
Machine-loading, Dispatching. After receiving the formal production
plan, the engineer plans for machine loading and dispatches the production;
orders. Machines in the roving and the spinning rooms are scheduled in
detail.
Follow-up. The planning staff is responsible for production progress,
and reminds the engineer about the recent due dates of certain orders.
But he has no authority to command the foremen to make any change in the
production room to improve progress. In this organization form, an
engineer gets production progress information in three ways:
(1) Personal expediting in the operation rooms daily,
(2) Daily operation records prepared by clerical workers.
(3) Information given by the planning staff.
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CENTRAL OFFICE CONTROL
Central office control is to set up a planning group to handle all
planning and control. routine. Under this control, no work can be changed
on a machine without any notice from the planning group. two types of
such organizations are used by two mills out of ten,. These mills have
over 40,000 spindles each, and one has weaving shed located in the same
plant.
Central Control. by Dispatcher. Although the company that adopts
this type of control has two sister mills which consume yarn, yet
they are scattered in different places. Integral production plans are
prepared in the general office by the sales depattment.
Under this type: of control, one of the staff is assigned to take
the responsibility of machine loading, dispatching, and follow--up. By
the nature of his work, we may call him a dispatcher. This method
differs from the 'Expediter Control' in two ways:
a. The dispatcher has additional. responsibility for machine loading
or short-term scheduling.
b. The dispatcher has the authority to assign production work to each
operation room. In other words, 'counts changing notice' is dis-
patched by dispatcher not by the engineer or deputy mill manager.
(1) Monthly production planning:
Monthly production planning is prepared by a deputy mill
manager. The set-days of spinning, roving, combing, re-winding,
and doubling frames, needed for the whole month's production of
each count are calculated in details
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(2) Machine loading, dispatching, and follow--up:
The dispatcher arranges loads to each machine after the pro-
duction plan is received, then dispatches 'counts changing notice'
to each appropriate room. He is also responsible for production
progress and reports the daily progress to the engineer and mill
manager. If great change in production route is necessary, then
only the engineer has the authority to command the change o
Central Office Control. All production planning and control
functions are executed by a planning group. This group is under the
supervision of the engineer of the mill. In Hong Kong, there is only
one mill which adopts this type of control (Tabke 13).
(1) Short-term planning:
Because the group has full information concerning orders
received by the sales department, the head of the planning group
can prepare integral. short-term production plans for the company.
This person has two assistants, one is in charge of the weaving
department and the other is: accountable for the spinning department.
Orders are arranged for each group of machines with the same roving
by the "First come, first served" practice. A monthly production
plan of the spinning department is prepared by the assistant.
Machine loading or short-term scheduling is also done by that assistant
(2) Dispatching and follow-up:
The assistant also performs the jobs of dispatching and follow-
up. Information of tool specification and arrangement is also the
duty-of the assistants.
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TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED IN PRODUCTION CONTROL
The techniques or tools employed for production control. in the ten
spinning mills are similar. The most common one is paper form. Every
mill uses paper records as well as charts to plan and control production,
Commercial control device does not seem attractive to the spinning mills.
There are some blackboards-designed. for control purposes, but actually
they lack practinai value---no one likes to use them. There-is a strong
feeling among mill staffs of the industry that the operation staff should
always be in the work shop. In this way, they can remember everything
that has happened in their supervision areas. They feel prodd of their
capability of handling their jobs pretty well without the help of con-
trol devices. But, if some of their burdens are reduced by using con-
trol devices so to have more time to think about improvement of efficiency
or other innovations, then their contributions would be enormous.
Of course, there are some exceptions. Some mills do use a few
blackboards to help them to control production. The Japanese manager's




The only mathematical tool used for scheduling is the calculation
of set--days of weaving looms needed for each order. For foreign orders
that received a few months ahead, some control forms are designed (Fig.22).
In short, no master schedule is used in spinning millso But every
mill prepares a monthly production plan. Usually, there are three copies
of this plans one is sent to the sales department, one remains in the
mill manager's office, and one is passed to the engineer of the spinning
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FIGURE 22








_516 171.819 L-O 19.
Source: From a spinning mill.
department. The contents of a: monthly production plan may be very simple-9
e.g. it only states the set-days of roving frames and pounds of raw cotton
needed for each count. It can be quite comprehensive. Generally
speaking' there are two forms of monthly production planning o One is
simply to calculate the pounds of each count (not order) needed to be
produced in the following month (see Fig. 23). The other is to compute
the pounds as well as set-days of roving frames and ring frames needed
for each count (see Fig. 24).
ROUTING
No route sheets are used in the ten surveyed mills. For fine yarn,
the necessity of combing is written in the 'dispatching sheets'. How-
ever, each plant has machine location charts for all machines from
blowing machine to twisting machine. The machines of each room are
usually grouped to several districts according to the counts of roving
used (see Fig. 25). This route arrangement is to maintain good quality
and convenience in production.
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FIGURE 23








































Source: From a spinning mill.
Note:
The orginal form is designed in Chinese
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FIGURE 24






































Source: From a spinning mill
Note:
Original form is in Chinese
Actual pounds per spindle= steno and pounds per spindlexx o
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FIGURE 25
MACHIN ASSIGIATI T-- SPINNTZ& ROVING
Source: Summary from several spinning mills.
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SCHEDULING
Again, machine location charts are used for the aid of machine
loading and scheduling. If machine loading and scheduling are done byy
a deputy mill manager or engineer, in order to let'the technicians of.,
other shifts aware of this arrangement, machine location charts are
utilized. These paper charts are used as machine-load charts and put
in the operation office for reference, If the mill has a planning depart-
ment, then the charts are kept in that department.
FIGURE 26
MACHINE LOADING& SCHEDULING IN SPINNING ROOM
Source: Summary from spinning mill.so
Notes:
s s s
15 /18, means that aftersthe total pounds of 15 has
been spun, then the produce is 18. The change is made when
the foremen receives 'counts changing noticet or similar notice.
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DISPATCHING
A manufacturing order issued in spinning mills is not based on
one order; three or four customers may order the same count. These
orders are often sent to foremen of different rooms when change is
necessaryo If there is no count change, then no job order is issued
even though the count produced is for several customers.
Job orders are formulated by four forms:
(1) Counts changing notice.
(2) Machine-load chart.
(3) Machine-load blackboard.
(4) Communication Book for three shifts ( 交 班 留 言 簿 ) .
The most common tools for dispatching ar. e the coasts changing
notice'$ 'machine-load chart', and the 'communication book' 4%
Counts Chan ig n Notice. It is a very simple notice, which only
records the present count. number, the new count number, machine number,
machine parts adjustments, and the shift at which the change is to be
made. Specific requirements of the count is also recorded, such as
the type of bobbins and skewers to he used, and tPe type of yarn that
is needed for steam set, etc
Among the ten surveyed mills, nine of them use this type of forms.
Machine-load Chart. The machine-load chart is the wr_i.tin.; down
of the new count on the figure of the machine in the chart when change
occurs, The shift to he changed and other requirements are recorded
on the remark space.
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FIGURE 27
MACHINE-LOAD CHART- FOR DISPATCHING PURPOSE
Source: From a spinning mill.
This chart is prepared daily, the No. 5, 6, and 7 ring frames
s s
are changed from 15 to 20. The time scheduled for change is recorded
in the 'Remark' space.
Two mills use this form to dispatch production orders to operation
Looms. The mill that has a planning department applies this form for
the counts change in the spinning room only. 'Counts changing notice'
is used for releasing manufacturing orders to other rooms* The staff
of the planning department is responsible for preparing this chart
daily, The other mill uses 'machine-load chart' for all production
rooms.
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Machine-load Blackboard. In some plants, the warping room is
assigned to the spinning department. The number of wa.rping machines
used in each local mill ranges from three to six sets. So, each warp-
ing machine should warp two fir more counts of yarn a day. In order to
assure the production sequence performed bjr workers, a blackboard is
used by one mill which is placed in the. warping room (Fig. 28.).
FIGURE 28
PRODUCTION SEQUENCE BOARD-- WARPING ROOM
Source: From a spinning mill..
There is also another type of blackboard used for control purposes.
A mill uses two 'Skewer Distribution Boards' to show what counts are
roving by what number of roving machine, and what types of skewer are
used (Fig. 29). One of such board is put in the operation office and
one is in the roving room. The count numbers and skewers can be erased




Source: From a spinning mill.
Communication Book. Two types of communication books are used
for every spinning mill.in Hong Kong. One is for the foremen, and the
other is for the engineer, assistant engineer, and the technicians.
The purpose is to record the essential things for the reference of the
personnel of the following shift. Mills in Hong Kong operate in threeCD A
shifts. The personnel of the operation rooms use this book to com-
municate with the personnel of the other shifts. So, if manufacturing
orders should be started in the second shift or night shift, then the
engineer will take down this change in the communication book. When
the personnel in charge of the operation rooms arrive, the first thing
they do is to read the instruction written in the book. For count-
change events, the assistant engineer will issue manufacturing orders
to the appropriate rooms. Nine of the mills interviewed use this book
for dispatching orders in the second or third shifts,
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FOLLOW-UP
Three types of control tools are used for expediting the production
progress. These tools are used to reflect the actual progress against
standard, and not for the control. of individual orders. These tools
are: (1) Daily operation report, (2) monthly operation report, and
(3) daily production board (reflects production progress in spinning
room only).
The forms of daily operation report are different in. different
companies. But there are two common points:
(1) The daily production records in spinning and roving rooms are
registered.
(2) They are designed for the control of the mill operations, not
for production control.
There are some other operation charts used in spinning mills for
factory management. Since they are not used for production control
purpose, they will not be discussed here.
SUMMARY
Although only 30% of the local spinning companies participates
in the study, these companies cover all categories of spinning mills
by any classification. Therefore the results are indicative.
From this study, we can summarize the findings into several phi nts.
(1) Production control practices in local spinning companies are
directly related to the size of a single mill. They are not in-
fluenced by the size or ownership of the company, but slightly
affected by the nationality of the mill manager.
(2) Organization forms of production control are different when the
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size of single mills is different. The mills with over 50,000
spindles are inclined to adopt "Central Office Control's or-
ganization, whereas the mills below this capacity are inclined
to use "Foreman or Line Personnel Control." organ.izati.on,
(3) The methods of production control are similar in the ten mills.
Chinese mill managers (or deputy mill managers) and engineer. s are
Shanghainese or are at least concersant with the Shanghai dialect.
Two mills out of 33 are managed by -Japanese experts, but most of
their senior subordinates are Chinese.
(4) Commercial control tools are seldom employed. Paper form, slide
rule, and abacus are widely used.
(5) Production planning is often performed by the sales department in
the general office, especially in spinning mills with less than
20,000 spindles.
(6) Production control in local mills places emphasis on counts and
not on individual. orders.
(7) Only the time spent in roving and spinning rooms is estimated.
carefully in scheduling to meet due dates.
(8) The replenishment of raw cotton is planned and determined by the
sales department.
(9) If the mill adopts the 6entral. Office Control, then the office
is also reponsible for tool control. Otherwise tools are controlled
by foremen and technicians.
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION AND SUGGESTION-• i a.... v i a i. .L VSI ri 17L"V%A%J14J .L i. J IN
The existing production control systems and methods are evaluated
on-three aspects, i se., the organization forms, methods, and tools
employed for production control. Gordon H. Carson suggests two obvious
measures to evaluate the effectiveness of a production planning
departmental
(1) A periodic comparison of dollar volume produced.
(2) A periodic comparison between planned production (schedul in.g) anal
actual production,
E. H. MacNiece also suggests two valuable empirical formulas to
measure the effectiveness of a production control department'>2
(1) Sensitive control. indicator, for job-order production
Planning Effectivemess(percent) dumber of deliveries on time
( X 244
Total. deliveries
(2) Inventory turnover ratio:




Carson, Production Handbool, p. 2.65.
2E. H. MacNiece, Production-Forecasting, Planning and Control
(3rd ed., New York: John Wiley& Sons, Inca, 1.96 i ,1, p. 271.-272.
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However, these criteria can only be employed by company manage*-
went. The top management of an individual company can collect the
necessary data and use these criteria to measure the existing systems-
and methods of production control. But it is difficult, if not impossible,
for the author to collect all the necessary data for the criteria, and
also impractical for the author to collect darn, from several mills
and then to infer the results of a whole industry. The factors which
influence production costs and delivery time are varied in different
mills. Therefore these criteria are not used here as bases of evaluation.
Instead, the general control techniques discussed in Chapter IT are
used. Moreover, the suggestion stated in this chapter are believed
to be feasible to the local. cotton spinning mills. The computerized
production control method is not emphasized here because it needs large
amounts of investments.
EVALUATION OF THE ORGANIZATION FORM OF
PRODUCTION CONTROL AND SUGGESTIONS
FOREMAN OR LINE PERSONNEL
CONTROL IN PARCTTCE
From Table 13, we find that this type of control organization is
widely employed by the spinning mills. Among the ten studied spinning
mills, 33 per cent of the mills with more than 40,000 spindles, 75 per
cent of the mills with spindles in the range of 20,000 to 39,999, and
100 per cent of the mills with less than 20,000 spindles, adopt this
type of control. Now, let us turn back to Table 8, we may find out
that 52 per cent of the local spinning mills are within the range of
below 20,000 spindles. If the level of conformity among this range of
mills is high, then at least 52 percent of the local spinning mills
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adopt this form of production control. This wide acceptability does
not necessarily mean that the control form is an excellent one, Let
us investigate the merits and shortcomings of this "Foreman or Line
Personnel Control" organization.
Merits.
(1) Better machine assignments in the spinning department:
Routing, scheduling, dispatching, and follow-up activities
of a spinning department are executed by an engineer. He often
stays in the workshop, and knows the machine capacity and require-
ments very well. He also has the daily production progress and
workshop information, he has better knowledge,for assigning jobs
to machines.
(2) Flexib4?.1 production arrangement:
The engineer has overall information of the production room
in his department. Whenever factors such as machine break-down
and absence of key workers in a production room occur, he can
rearrange the scheduled production to meet the actual circumstances
immediately.
(3) Unity of command:
Producti on;, control functions are executed by the head of the
spinning department. All commands and reports are made through
the line of authority. Production control activities are easy
to carry out.
(4) No additional cost for Production control:
If production control functions are haddled by specialists,
then it means additional costs are needed. Under the "Foreman
or Line Personnel Control" no such additional costs are needed
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to be spent for production contr. ol..
Shortcomings.
(1) The engineer is overburdened:
Under this type of control, the engineer's duties are:
a.0 to supervise the operation and machine maintenance activities
of the spinning departments
b. to supervise the job assignment of workers in the department,
ce to watch and improve the efficiency of the production, room,
d. to x%,atch and improve the quality of yarn or cloth,
e.% to control. production to meet the due dates, and
f_' to plan for future development (capacitor planning) of the
company*
(2) Lack of integral production and machine loading:
If the mill has both spinning and weaving departments, then
the engineer of the spinning department or weaving department can
only have the knowledge of his department and arrange production.
in his department. Even though in the organization type of ":Toi.nt
Control by Mill Manager and Engineer 11 the integral machine leading
of the whole mill is not feasible.
(3) Lost the benefits from master scheduling:
Sales orders are received by sales department and kept by
sales department. Only monthly production plans are sent to the
engineer for scheduling the production of a month.
EXPEDITER CONTROL IN PRACTICE
In Table 13, only one spinning mill with spindles around 20,000 to
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to 39,999 uses this type of control.. In the. same Lange of capacity,
75 per cent of spinning mills use the "Foreman. Control" form of or-
ganization. So, it is difficult to say that 25 per cent of the total.
local mills in the range of 20,000 to 39,999 s.:i.ncil.es are now insang
this type of control. However, we can cval.unte the merits and short-
comings of this pRacti.ce.
Merits
(1} Engineer's duty is reduced:
Expediter is responsible to follow u; the actual production
to see whether the yarn can be delivered on "tine, So, the
engineer can release the work of expediting; to the expedi.tera
(2) More promising in delivery on time:
The expediter's duty is to expedite production progress
(3) Better. co-ordination of the production in weaving and. spinning
departments:
The expediter keeps the records of due dates of both yarn
and grey cloth. He also expedites the supply of yarn to the
weaving department. In case of accidents dents in some operation rooms,
such as machine breakdown and absence of key workers, the expediter
will rearrange the production in both spinning and weaving depart-
ments in order to meet the special situation.
(4) More flexible:
Routing, loading, and scheduling are done by the engineer,,
Whenever the assignment is not suitable in terms of quality or
machine maintenance, then the engineer will change the arrangement,.
(5) Less overhead cost:
Under this type of control, only one expediter is employed. So,
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the cost of peoduction control is less than the cost of "Central
Office Control".
(6) Unity of command:
An expediter is only one of a staff, he has no authority
to give orders to worIers or foremen.
Shortcomings.
(1) The engineer is still overburdened:
Although the expediter is responsible for follow up activities,
the other production control functions are entirely the respon-
sibility of the engineer. Moreover, the engineer still executes
the expediting work. This is a shortcoming of performance not
the system itselfo
(2) Lost the benefits of master scheduling:
The engineer is responsible for preparing monthly production
plans only. He lacks the overall view point of sales orders of
yarn and cloth received by the company.
(3) Lack of sound coordination in production planning of the weaving
and spinning departments:
A monthly production plan is prepared by the engineer of
the spinning department and weaving department separately, not
by the expediter.
(4) Although the expediter is responsible for expediting the production
progress in order to meet the due date, yet the engineer has the
whole authority to make any change. Sometimes, he will excuse
the slow progress of his subordinates and delay the delivery.
(5) Lack of central control and little return of investment:
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Although the company employs one budget staff member to
coordinate the monthly production plans prepared by spinning
and weaving departments and also employs one expediter to follow
up production progress of both departments, yet their positions
are low. Therefore production plans are actually influenced by
the engineer of the spinning department. If the company.employed
three men to build up an independent planning department, then
the control work would be more effective and objective. Moreover,





(1) Engineer's duty is reduced:
Under this type of control, production planning is per-
formed by a deputy mill manager, and machine loading, dis...
patching, and follow-up are performed by a dispatcher. So,
the engineer has more time to plan for increasing productivity,
working morale, and other supervision work.
(2) Dispatching and follow-up are done by a specialist:
This job specialization can make the control work more
effectiveo
(3) Less overhead cost:
Only one dispatcher is employed for production control.
The cost is less than that of a company who uses a department
or group to handle the production control functions.
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2e Shortcomings:
(1) Lack of integrated planning:
The company which adopts. this type of control has several
plants producing the same line of products in different places.
But production plans are prepared by individual plants. It
lacks integrated planning.
(2) Easy conflict between the dispatcher and foreman:
The dispatcher is only. one of a staff of a quality
control department, so his position is not high. When a
machine assignment is not so convenient to the foreman or
other line personnel in terms of technical problem, conflict
could occur.
(3) The dispatcher lacks the information of overall production
planning. The planning of machine assignment is on a monthly
basis:
Central Office Control
in Practice. Although the control form is classified as "Central
Office Control", yet it is not the type that one usually finds in
developed countries.
(1) The office is located in the mill and under the supervision of
an engineer.
(2) Matherial control is performed by line; personnel; only a part of
material control is performed by the control office.
But still, this form of organization has a lot of merits:
(1) An engineer is released from production control routine.
(2) The office has full information of sales orders received for yarn
and cloth. Integrated planning is feasible.
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(3) The office handles the machine loading of the mill including the
spinning and weaving department. So, if the planning department
head whishes, he can have a very economical machine arrangement.
A more smooth production flow is also easy to obtain.
(4) The control activities are performed by specialists. Better
machine assignment and prompt delivery can be achieved.
(5) The expediting task can be done more effectively by a specialist
rather than by the production line personnel.
SUGGESTIONS TO ORGANIZATION
FORM OF PRODUCTION CONTROL
In Hong Kong, there are various types of cotton spinning companies
in terms of capacity and scope of business. The capacity of a single
spinning mill is ranged from 5,000 to 70,000 spindles. Some spinning
companies have only a single spinning mill. Many of them have weaving
mills located in the same plant with a spinning mill.-.or in other places.
Some spinning companies have several spinning mills, weaving mills, or
even knitting, dyeing, and garment making factories. So several sug.
gestions are stated here to fit the different situations of each type
of spinning company.
To Spinning Companies With
One Spinning Mill and Below
The Capacity of 209000 Spindleso To such type of companies, the
form of "Joint Control by Mill Manager and Engineer" is recommended as
the organization form of peoduction control. The reasons for this
recommendation-are several*
(1) From the study of ten spinning mills, all the mills with capacity
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below 20,000 spindles adopt the production control organization
form of "Forman or Line Personnel Control". This implies that
the engineer or deputy manager can handle these activities in
addition to the general supervision work. Usually, these mills
have less than 500 workers and 30 staff and line personnel,.
(2) From actual observation in a spinning mill, although the routine
supervision and control work is heavy, yet it is not necessary to
spend more money to employ a specialist or set up a special group
to control production.
(3) This type of company has no other mills, so production planning
can be done well by the top executive of the mill.
(4) A plant with 500 workers is actually not a small plant. In order
to avoid overburdening a mill manager or engineer and to increase
efficiency, division of labour is necessary. The mill manager
or deputy mill manager has frequent contact with the general
office and knows the company's policies,. So•he is the right person
to be responsible for preparing longterm production plans, master
schedules, and monthly production plans. The engineer has more
workshop information, so he should be responsible for machine
loading, dispatching, and follow-up activities. This is "Joint
Control by Mill Manager and Engineer".
To S innnn Companies With
a irigle Mill which has
More than 20,000 Spindles. To these spinning companies, the form
of "Expediter Control" is recommended. Under this type of control, the
engineer is responsible for planning and control activities, but the
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follow-up work is assigned to an expediter. The reasons for this sug-
gestion are several.
(1) The routine work is heavier than that of those companies with less
than 20,000 spindles. If there is someone responsible for expedit-
ing, the number of delivery on time can be improved.
(2) Since the company has one single mill, if the engineer has full
information on sales, then he can perform the production planning
and control activities very wello
(3) Companies of this type usually receive three kinds of orders, namely:
rush orders, monthly orders, and foreign orders. It makes the ex-
pediting work more complicated and needs a specialist to handle it.
(4) In actual practice, yarn for local buyers is wound on to wood cones
and warp beams. Some buyers usually delay the delivery dates of
certain yarn, and pile up the yarn in their godowns, when their
needs for such-yarn.-•are not urgent. This means the tools, like
wood cones and warp beams, of the spinning mills are piled up by
such customers. If an expediter is employed, whenever he comes
across such circumstances, he can judge the situation and slow
down the production progress of the specific yarn, then leave
room for other customers.
(5) The cost of employing an additional staff for production expediting
is not high. In return, the company can obtain several benefits
such as reducing the engineers burden, better assurance of deliveries,
and less pile up in warp beams, etc.
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To Spinning Companies With One
Weaving Mill Which Is Located
in the Same Plant With the
Spinning Mill and in the
Capacity Range of 20,000
to 75,000 Spindles. To such type of spinning c,,ompanies, a planning
department is suggested to handle production control activities in both
weaving and spinning processes. The control form of "Expediter Control"
is not recommended because when the company has a weaving department,
integrated production planning is desirable. If we investigate an
existing company which adopts the "Expediter Control", we may find this
company also employs one man to collect the monthly production plans
prepared by the engineers of the weaving and spinning departments. So,
production control functions are actually performed by four people, i.e.,
the engineer of a spinning department, the engineer of a weaving department,
the budget staff for coordinating production plans, and the expediter.
Moreover, from the seven studied mills with spindles above 20,000,
two mills use "Central Office Control", and one uses "Expediter Control"
(Table 13). This implies that at least some companies believe that
"Foreman or Line Personnel Control" is not. adequate to handle complicated
routine. Besides, the establishment of a planning department in the
mill has several advantages to such type of companies:
(1) Have integrated production planning*
(2) Better machine assignment on the viewpoint of the company as a whole.
(3) Good coordination between the spinning and weaving department.
(4) Less conflicts between spinning and weaving department.
(5) Easy to obtain smooth production flow in the whole plant (including
spinning and weaving departments).
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To Spinning Companies With
Several Mills and Located
in Different Places
Within the Colony)* To such type of companies, the form of
"Central Office Control" is recommended. That is to establish a pro-
duction control department to handle all production control activities
in the mills of the company. The production control department is
located in the general office. In each mill there is a dispatcher who
is in charge of machine loading, dispatching, and follow-up functions.
The dispatcher is directly under the supervision of the department
head of a production control department. This department is responsible
for short-term production planning, production expediting, and material
control. The advantages of establishing this department are many.
Some essential advantages are discussed below:
(1) Has integrated production planning:
Since the company has a weaving mill, knitting mill, dyeing
mill, or garment making factories. These are closely related and
in the same line of industry. In other words, a mistake in pro*.
duction planning of a spinning mill would influence the schedule
in the weaving, knitting, dyeing, and garment making factories.
If the production plans of these mills are handled by a department,
careful and effective plans can be worked out. This means more
efficiency, better matching of production, and more promising profits.
(2)' Better machine loading:
The central department has full information of sales orders,
so machine loading can be prepared several months ahead. Therefore
set-up hours can be reduced.
(3) Better production planning:
The central department has full information of sales strategies.
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So production plans of each individual mill are prepared under
the sales strategies.
(4) Reduce the engineer's or mill manager's burden:
If "Foreman Control" is adopted in each individual mill, then
the mill managers or engineers are all involved in the production
control routine. If a central department is established, then
planning and control routine is performed by the department head
and his subordinates. Since mill managers and engineers are
essential top executives, the more time they can save from routine
work the more contribution they can give.
EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING METHODS OF
PRODUCTION CONTROL AND SUGGESTIONS
EVALUATION
Production control methods employed by local spinning companies.
are not scientific* The merits of local practices; are easy and flexible.
But the weaknesses are many:
Lack of Master Scheduling. No mill likes to use a form to show
the production schedule of each operation room within a year. Therefore,
there is a lack of an overall view of work assignment to each operation
room. No one knows definitely what rooms are overloaded and what rooms
are underloaded in the following months.
Lack of Effective Planning. Most of the companies do not release
their sales information to the mills. Only monthly production plans
are sent to the mill in detail. But the mill is responsible for all
activities of short-term planning. By lacking the total detail sales
information, production plans are prepared uneconomically.
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Inefficient in Routing, When some machines of the existing route
for a count are occupied by other counts, then a new route should be
det ermine dg e.g., to assign another roving frame, and drawing machine.
Usually, this new arrangement is determined by experience, not by a
careful consideration of the cost added by this new route; or comparison
with other routes, to find out the most economical one0
Unscientific Scheduling. Production scheduling and machine load ..
in g are done in the basis of "First come first served". They are not
arranged by some scientific methods to reduce production costs.
Lack of Actual Production Cost
Records For An Individual Order, Manufacturing orders are dispatched
accoring to couiit numbers, not based on orders. If the order-:received
is arranged in the same route for production, then production cost of
that specific order can be estimated by past experience. But, if some
machines of the existing route are occupied, the count should be assigned
to other spinning frames, then more or less machine hours could be spent
for this order. This additional or reduced cost cannot be determined if
manufacturing orders are not sent on the basis of individual orders.
Ineffective Production Expediting* Actual production ,progress is
used to compare'with standard progress rather than scheduled progress.
This practice often mistells the truth. Because when the planner
schedules each production order, he often estimates the future circum-
stances of production. For instance, in the production period, some
workers could be absent due to festivals, or the weather could be
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unsuitable for spinning (too humid or too dry), and so make the pro-
duction work more difficult. If the comparison was based on the scheduled
one, the difference due to some predicted factors could be eliminated.
Then, the result of this comparison could help the executives to find
out the essential factors which influence the actual production progress.
SUGGESTIONS
To achieve maximum profits by utilizing existing facilities is
the common goal of business concerns. Effecive planning and control
in production can reduce machine idle time, obtain optimum alocation
of resources and facilities, and better guarantee of delivery dates.
The followings are the details of the suggested method of production
control.
Routing, When a specific count is subjected to using machines
other than the usual ones. for production, it is better to write down
the possible routes for this count. Then, the best route is selected
by comparing the costs and benefits of using other routes. After the
new route is determined, the following data should be calculated by
the planner:
(1) machine speed,
(2) machine parts adjustments, and
(3) -estimated production time in these machines, this data should be
recorded in a job order sheet-in order to give clear indtructions
to workers, No routing sheet is needed.
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Master Scheduling. When sales orders are received, they should
be sent to the man who is in charge of production control activities,
such as the mill manager, engineer, or head of planning departments
Then, the manufacturing days of the order in each operation room are
estimated and recorded on a master schedule. The preparation of a
master schedule is quite essential. A simple form of master schedule
is illustrated in Fig. 11. No customers' names or count numbers are
needed to be recorded in the master schedule form.
Monthly Production Plan and
Short-term Scheduling. Before the sales department accepts an
order, the department head should ask the person in charge of production
control to make sure that the order can be finished on time. To answer
this question, the master schedule plays a useful role.
Since sales orders may be received one week, one month, or several
months before due date, the method of production scheduling is suggested
as follows:
(1) When orders are received one or several months ahead, the first
step is to group these orders together according to count number,
then record them on the master schedule. At the beginning of each
month, a monthly production plan is prepared. This plan is based
on the arrangement of the master schedule and the adjustments of
the actual production record0
(2) When rush orders are received, the master schedule and monthly
production plan should be adjustedo In fact, rush orders are
accepted only when the company has excess pounds of such yarn.
Therefore, a great change in production schedule would not occur
except in a particular case._,_
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The monthly production plan should include the following data:
(1) The counts of double yarn, single yarn, and roving prepared for
production.
(2) Pounds of the above counts prepared for Production.
(3) Set-days of machines in doubling room, spinning room, and roving
room which are needed in production.
(4) Kinds and pounds of cotton prepared for use.
When a monthly production plan is approved by top executives of
the company, short-term schedules are prepared. Short-term scheduling
is to schedule the daily production of every individual order in each
operation room. The scheduling is done once a month. This data comes
from the monthly production plan. For machine load calculation, it is
better to use the present practice in local spinning mills, namely, base
on counts rather than on orders (detail, refer to Chapter III). When
the order has to be arranged on a new production route, then, a detailed
schedule and machine loading (i.e., from "Cotton Mixing and Blowing"
room to "Finishing"room), is necessary. The purpose is to find out
the actual production cost of this order in order to calculate the ac-
curate amount of profit earned from this order.
Dispatching. Since one count of yarn may be ordered by several
customers, therefore, manufacturing orders can be dispatched once for
each count of yarn. But when the order is assigned to a new route for
production, then a manufacturing order should be dispatched when pro-
duction of this specific order is commenced. The purpose is to help
the top management and sales department to have more accurate data to
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calculate the production cost of each order. The manufacturing order
is also used as a routing sheet. -Material.and tools such as bobbins
and skewers should be prepared by the planner and sent to the production
room before the job order is dispatched.
Follow-up. The expediting work should be done daily both by
personal expediting and daily production record. For sales orders
arranged in the usual routes, the actual production progress should
be evaluated on counts not on individual orders, and be compared with
scheduled production. For orders arranged in special production routes,
the actual production progress of the order should be compared with
the scheduled production estimated. In other words, the production
progress of the former one is evaluated according to the scheduled
production rate of each count and the latter one is based on the scheduled
production of an individual order. These are the rate control and
order control.
EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
FOR PRODUCTION CONTROL AND SUGGESTION
Both mathematical techniques and commercial tools are seldom employed
by local spinning mills in production.control. But, there are at least
two types of tools well designed for control purpose. One is "Machine-
load chart", and the other is "Control board".
MACHINE-LOAD CHART
EMPLOYED FOR LOADING
This chart gives the overall view of machine loads as well as
location in the production room. The scheduler can directly write
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down the count change on to each appropriate machine space in the
chart (Fig. 27).
CONTROL BLACKBOARD
These blackboards like the "Production Sequence Board---Warping
Room" (Fig. 28), and "Skewer Distribution Board" (Fig. 29) are employed
for job dispatching. The merits of these boards are flexible, easy
to change, and attractive. When the total sets of machines are few,
then the service of these blackboards can help the planner a lot in
handling daily production control activities.
However, there are many useful mathematical and commercial pro-,
duction planning and control tools. These tools have been proved to
be useful by actual experience. Since these tools are discussed in
detail in Chapter II, only a brief review of tools for short-term
production planning mill be stated here.
ROUTING
When a new route should be arranged for a specific order, and there
are also some orders waiting for arrangement, then the "Index Method"
can help the planner to select the most economical routes for these
orders. If the company has both spinning and weaving departments, or
even engaged in a vertical line of manufacture, the method of"Linear
Programming" is found to be useful to determine the optimum production
arrangement (or mix) of the available orders.1 For such kind of com.
panies, "'CPM"" is also helpful in routing and production planning.
1Detailed information about the application of Linear Programming
in Textile industry, please refer to: Norbert Lloyd Enrick, Industrial
,Engineering Manual for the Textile Industry (New York: Textile Book




For master scheduling, the "Sched'U-Graph" and "Produc-Trol Board"
can give the planner a clear idea of the scheduled work load of each
production room. The scheduling work is thus made easier. For machine
loading, the "Index Method"' "Machine-load Chart", and °'CPM" are useful
in selecting the most profitable assignment.
DISPATCHING
The 'Job order', and "Hook Board" are very useful for the work of
dispatching. But the 'Job order' should be designed to include pro-
duction route information4 That is, to the job order should be added
the following three data:
(1) The size of the order (pounds).
(2) Production route for the order.
(3) Time required for each machine in each operation room.
Moreover, the job order should also include:
(1) Material and tools used in each operation room.
(2) Job assignment to all operation rooms involved in production.
FOLLOW»UP
The "Daily Operation Report" is very useful for expediting production
progress. The "Summary Progress Chart" can help the planner to find
out the actual progress easily. If the production is behind schedule,
the chart can also help him to rearrange the production schedule (detail,
refer to Chapter III).
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CONCLUSION
The cotton spinning industry is a successful industry in Hong
Kong, The serious obstacles which restrict its fast growth are various
import quotas set by many essential import countries. But the industry
still grows year'by year in terms of capacities and production (Table
1 and Table 2). However, successful records do not necessarily
guarantee that the future will be bright and promising. In fact, it
is the time for spinning industrialists to evaluate their efforts and
work out some ways of improvement (Chapter I).
Production control, as we know, is the heart of production man-
agement. Its importance is well known in a job--order manufacturing
company. Hong Kong cotton spinning companies all produce to order.
Production control should be more essential to this industry.
After the analysis of the present systems and methods of production
control employed in the local spinning mills, the author has the
feeling that some companies do adopt good organization forms of prom
duction control, but the methods, techniques, and tools used for pro-
duction control are unsatisfactory. Although local practices have
several merits, yet they still have many shortcomings. The main
ones are
(1) Most of the spinning mills are reluctant to employ specialists
to handle production control activities. As a result, the engineers
are overburdened by routine work. If the mill has a weaving
department, the efficiency of production planning and machine
loading is greatly discounted through the lack of integrated
planning.
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(2) No companies use a central office to control production in their
mills, although they have different related mills located se-
parately. This leads to the lack of central planning and control.
(3) Sales departments usually participate in production planning,
and have greater influence. Thus, production control functions
are separate, and result in a lack of sound co-ordination,
(4) Production control is based on counts and not on individual orders,
even though the order is arranged for a new route. Although it
is easy in control work, yet it cannot give us the actual pro-
duction cost of a specific order that needs-new arrangement.
Actual profit margin of this kind of individual order cannot be
calculated.
(5) No mills use commercial planning and control tools.
In view'of the shortages of local production control practices,
the suggestions are summarized as follows:
(1) To use the organization form of control of "Joint Control by Mill
Manager and Engineer", if the company has only one mill and less
than 20,000 spindles in capacity.
(2) To adopt the form of "Expediter Control", if the company has a
single mill with more than 20,000 spindles.
(3) To establish a production planning department to handle all pro-
duction planning and control activities, when the company has
both spinning and weaving departments located in the same plant.
(41 To build up a central production control office, if the company
has several mills and located separately. This office should be
directly under the supervision of the managing director.
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(5) To release the sales department from short-term production plan--
ping activities. Sales department should concentrate on exploring
new markets and analyzing the profitability of each order.
Besides, the production control activities (dispatching and
follow-up) can be done well only when the production planning
activities (routing and scheduling) are done by the same'person
or the same group of people.
(6) To plan for each individual order rather than for count and issue
a manufacturing (or job) order for this particular order when a
new production route should be arranged.
(7) The planning group should be responsible for supplying necessary
material and tools to each worker.
(8) If.commercial control tools are expensive, then at least use
some blackboards-to handle planning and control activities.
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APPENDIX
The questionnaire used in this study was designed for personal
face-to-face interview. It was written in Chinese and used in
Chinese during the course of study. The whole set of questionnaire
Ia translated into English below.
I. General Information:
(1) How many workers are now employed by
your factory? No. of workers:
How many staff? No. of staff:
(2) How many spindles are there in your
factory? No. of spindles:
How many weaving looms? No. of looms:
(3) Besides the spinning mill, does your company operate other factories?
(e.g., weaving, dyeing, knitting, garment making factories, etc.)
Yes No
a) Weaving mill: b) Dyeing mill:
No. of mills: No. of mills:
No. of workers: No. of workers==:
c) Knitting mill: d) Garment manufacturing factories:
No. of mills: No. of factories:
No. or workers: No. of workers:
- -
e) Others (specify):
(4) In planning for yarn production, which type of customers would
be considered first? (If more than 2, use 1, 2, 3, o o: to
show priority)
a) Foreign buyer: b) Sister mill:
c) Local buyer: I i
(5) Who or what department in your spinning mill is responsible for
the production planning and daily production control routine?
a) Mill manager: b) Deputy mill manager:
c) Engineer (chief): d) Coordinating engineer:(_-
e) Planning dept.: F1 f) Quality control dept.:
g) Other (specify):
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(6) Has your mill made any forecast about the future of Hong Kong
spinning industry and the sales trend of the synthetic fabrics?
Yes: No:
If yes, who or what department is responsible for this forecast?
a) General manager: b) Manager:
c) Mill manager: d) Sales depte head:.
e) Other (specify):
(7) Does your mill have any long-term plans-for the increasing trend
of cotton/synthetic yarn prodgction?
Yes: No:
I f yes,
a) Is (are) the plan(s) a:
i) ten-year plan: ii) five-year plan:
iii) three-year plan: iv) others (specify):
b) Among the following factors, what are the major ones you
sould consider in preparing the above plan? (Use 1, 2, 3,
... for priority, use "0" to represent not considers)
Equipment: i) utilize the existing machines:
ii) use new machines:
Employee: i) recruit new workers:
ii) recruit new technicians: f
iii) recruit new managerial staff.:
iv) train the present employees:
v) others (specify):
(8) Does your mill adopt or plan to adopt the computer?
Yes: No:
(9) If yes, what department or jobs are now assigned or will be
assigned to the computer?
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(10) What are the organisation structures of yourmill and company?
How many departments are there in your mill?
II. Planning and Control in Spinning Mill:
A. Production Planning:
(1) Does your mill plan for the foll wing yarns when orders are
received?
a) Foreign yarn: Yes ; No
b) Yarn used in weaving: Yes ; No
c) Local yarn: Yes ; No
(2) If yes:
a) Who or what department is responsible for this planning?
b) If department, how may staff are there in the department?
c) What is the time period of this planning?
one month: ; half month: ; others(specify):
d) What is the title of this plan? How many copies are
prepared? And, issued to whom or what departments?
(3)When an order is received (e.g., 0.2 million pounds) is there
any calculation work done for the following?
a)Set--days needed in cone-winding room for the order?
Yes: No:
If yes, who is responsible?
b) get-days needed in spinning room? Yes L1; No LI
If yes, who is responsible?
c)Set-days needed in roving room? Yes; No
If yes, who is responsible?
d)Set-days of dreaing machine needed? Yes No
If yes, who is responsible?
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e) Set-days of carding machine needed? Yes ; No
If yes, who is responsible?
f) Set-days of combing machine needed? Yes ; No
If yes, who is responsible?
g) Set-days of blowing machine needed? Yes ; No
If yes, who is responsible?
h) Pounds of raw cotton needed? Yes ; No
If yes, who is responsible for this calculation?
Who is responsible for calculating the re-ordering
dates for these cottons?
i) Is there any calculation for the man-day needed in the
bundling room for the order?
j) Others (specify):
(4) Is there any calculation of the nu ber of tools (e.g., bobbin,
sliver container,. o. etc.) needed in each production room
for the order?
If yes, who is responsible?
(5) a) If production is below capacity in the spinnigg room, will
your mill arrange for some popular yarn to fill in this gap?
Yes ; N o
If yes, the counts of yarn are determined by whom or what
department?
If no, what will you do for the idle frames?
b) If the preparatory rooms face the same situation, what will
you do?
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(6) The computation of production plan is based on what type of machine?
a) Spinning frame: ; b) Roving frame:
c) Others(specify):
(7) If the due date of a specific order is rather long(e.g., 0.2
million pounds of 30s, 4 months for production), what is your
arrangement?
a) Produce the count immediately after order is received,
then put the yarn in a godown to await shipping:
b) Wait for a'cettain day, then produce it continuously
and keep in godown for shipping:
c) Produce it in several batches, then accumulate for
shipping:
d) Others (specify):
(8) Who or what department is responsible for the above arrangement?
(9) If batch production is adopted (in (7)), how do you determine
the batch size and production time for each batch?
(10) For such kind of batch production, how do you control the pro-
duction volume of each batch in order to meet he due date?
B. Production Control
(1) Who is responsible to assign the yarn (e.g., 20 S) to the specific
machines for production when machine set-days are determined
in the monthly production plan? (e.g., to which no. of carding
machine, drawing machine, etc.)
(2) Are the number of machines in the production route drawn on to
a route sheet or despatch sheet, together with the tools re-
quireed, when an order is received?
Yes; No
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(3) If yes, who or what department is responsible for this job?
How many copies are prepared? The copies are delivered to
whom or what department?
(4) Are the 'Cone-winding machine load chart', 'Spinning frame
load chart'? 'Roving frame load chart' jsed to despatch
production orders daily?
(5) If yes, by whom are these charts prepared, and to whom they
transmitted?
(6) If no, how to inform the foremen for production or count change?
(7) Whom the tools such as bobbins are found in shortage during pro-
duction, how does your mill handle such cases? Who is res-
ponsible for this action?
(8) Tools needed for production are prepared by whom?
(9) Who delivers the raw cotton from godown to Mixing and Blowing
Room for use?
a) Laborer:; b) Worker:
c) Others(specify):
(10) Who or what department has the authority to issue cotton
requisition tickets?
(11) How can you know that a specific count is going to be finished
and needs for count changing?
(12) How is your mill aware of daily production progress in operation
rooms as well as bundling room?
a) Recorded by clerical workers: FI
b) Recorded by foremen:
c) Others (specify):
(13) If daily -operation records are used to record daily production
progress, then who or what department is responsible for pre.
paring these records? To whom shall the records be delivered?
04) Does your mill use blackboards, Gantt Project Planning Chart or
other tools to control the production progress? (This question
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香 港 棉 紡 業 之 生 產 控 制 撮 要 劉 可 複
六 九 年 六 月
香 港 是 中 國 東 南 部 的 一 個 小 島 ， 面 積 不 外
四 百 平 方 英 里 ， 又 缺 乏 天 然 資 源 ， 並 不 適 宜 工
業 的 發 展 。 由 於 地 理 位 置 重 要 ， 海 港 優 良 ， 所
以 居 民 的 收 入 多 賴 轉 口 貿 易 。 自 中 國 大 陸 政 治
轉 變 已 後 ， 香 港 的 轉 口 貿 易 地 位 深 受 打 擊 。 幸
好 當 時 流 入 大 量 的 游 資 和 技 術 人 材 ， 並 且 人 口
劇 增 ， 在 自 由 經 濟 政 策 下 ， 工 業 得 以 續 漸 發 展
。 迄 至 一 九 六 ○ 年 以 後 ， 工 業 產 品 每 年 的 輸 出
數 額 已 佔 輸 出 總 額 百 分 之 七 十 以 上 。 香 港 遂 從
轉 口 商 埠 一 躍 而 為 工 業 城 市 。
本 港 工 業 規 模 ， 首 推 棉 系 工 業 。 據 一 九 六
七 年 統 計 結 果 ， 本 港 產 品 輸 出 總 額 有 百 分 之 四
十 八 點 五 屬 棉 紡 織 品 ， 而 就 業 於 工 業 界 的 工 人
總 數 中 有 百 分 之 四 十 一 強 為 棉 紡 織 業 工 人 。 事
實 上 ， 香 港 棉 紡 工 業 的 設 立 遠 在 一 九 四 七 年 。
棉 紡 工 業 的 技 術 與 工 場 管 理 方 法 隨 著 資 金 ， 自
上 海 流 入 本 港 ， 當 時 紡 織 廠 包 括 棉 、 絲 、 及 毛 祗
有 五 間 ， 而 錠 子 亦 不 過 六 千 餘 錠 。 但 是 ， 時 至
2今 日 ， 棉 紡 公 司 已 達 三 十 間 ， 棉 紡 工 廠 三 十 三
間 ， 而 錠 子 總 數 已 達 七 十 七 萬 了 。 目 前 棉 織 物
所 用 棉 紡 ， 有 百 分 之 九 十 以 上 更 是 仰 賴 本 地 供
應 。 棉 紡 工 業 对 於 本 港 社 會 經 濟 的 貢 獻 亦 可 畧
見 一 斑 。
　 　 最 近 ， 棉 紡 公 司 利 潤 普 遍 大 增 ， 又 聞 傳 說
美 國 政 府 對 於 人 造 纖 □ 的 混 紡 織 物 將 採 取 入 口
限 額 限 制 ， 於 是 有 意 經 營 混 紡 為 公 司 便 積 極 擴
充 混 紡 設 備 ， 一 時 朝 氣 勃 勃 ， 人 人 奮 談 擴 展 。
不 過 ， 目 前 的 好 景 並 不 能 保 障 有 光 輝 燦 爛 的 將
來 ， 事 實 上 ， 棉 紡 工 業 正 面 臨 種 種 隱 憂 ， 遠 景
並 不 光 明 。
　 ㈠ 各 輸 入 國 家 ， 对 於 本 港 棉 紡 織 物 的 輸 入 限
　 　 額 正 在 不 断 增 加 壓 力 。
　 ㈡ 印 尼 本 來 是 本 港 主 要 市 場 之 一 ， 但 是 目 前
　 　 的 購 置 量 不 斷 減 少 ， 有 續 漸 消 失 的 可 能 。
　 ㈢ 越 南 和 平 正 露 曙 光 。 一 旦 越 戰 結 束 ， 本 港
　 　 棉 紡 織 物 的 輸 出 勢 必 減 少 。
　 ㈣ 亞 洲 其 他 國 家 正 在 不 断 努 力 擴 植 棉 紡 織 工
　 　 業 ， 不 但 減 少 了 对 本 港 棉 紡 織 物 的 需 求 ，
3而 旦 成 為 國 際 市 場 上 的 競 爭 者 。
㈤ 本 港 工 人 工 資 不 断 上 升 ， 企 業 家 利 用 人 工
低 廉 而 採 取 廉 低 傾 銷 的 競 爭 政 策 將 因 而 受
到 限 制 。
㈥ 本 港 勞 工 需 求 日 □ ， 勞 力 市 場 競 爭 漸 見 劇
烈 ； 加 以 在 曾 經 濟 好 轉 ， 青 年 工 人 工 作 態
度 轉 变 ， 多 樂 意 放 棄 轉 高 酬 勞 ， 而 選 擇 工
作 環 境 轉 為 舒 適 的 工 作 。 棉 紡 工 業 的 工 作
環 境 轉 其 而 輕 工 業 如 塑 膠 、 玩 具 、 及 電 子
工 業 等 為 惡 劣 。 勞 工 新 血 的 補 充 漸 成 困 難
， 对 誰 棉 紡 工 業 的 需 求 發 展 ， 當 在 是 一 莫
大 隱 憂 。
若 干 工 商 業 界 領 袖 ， □ 鑒 於 棉 紡 業 界 所 遭
遇 的 重 重 困 難 ， 均 積 極 呼 □ 增 加 生 產 力 和 採 用
科 學 管 理 方 法 ， 以 增 加 生 產 量 ， 減 少 生 產 成 本
， 各 經 濟 使 用 設 備 与 人 力 。 作 者 对 於 此 一 建 議
深 有 同 感 。 端 類 健 全 的 生 產
控 制 制 度 。 因 而 生
產 管 理 的 重 點 在 於 生 產 控 制 。 所 以 本 文 要 旨 是
希 望 透 過 第 三 者 的 身 份 ， 客 观 地 分 析 與 描 述 本
港 棉 紡 業 生 產 控 制 的 制 度 和 方 法 指 應 用 於 途 程
安 排 ， 日 程 排 列 ， 工 作 分 派 ， 和 工 作 跟 催 的 方
法 。 略 加 建 議 ， 以 吸 引 賢 人 君 子 的 注 意 ， 從
而 協 力 同 心 ， 以 改 善 目 前 的 生 產 控 制 方 法 。
為 了 使 研 究 所 得 富 有 代 表 性 起 見 ， 作 者 於
搜 集 資 料 時 ， 同 時 應 用 實 地 調 查 法 和 個 別 訪 問
法 二 種 。 香 港 雖 然 有 棉 紡 公 司 三 十 間 ， 但 其 中
二 十 一 間 均 屬 滬 籍 人 士 所 有 ， 其 餘 雖 有 □ 中 日
合 資 及 中 英 合 資 等 ， 但 □ 內 高 層 主 管 ， 除 二 間
工 廠 廠 長 是 日 籍 人 士 外 ， 都 是 中 國 人 ， 且 多 熟
習 上 海 方 言 。 所 以 各 棉 絲 工 廠 的 工 場 管 理 方 法
大 致 相 同 ， 同 受 一 九 四 七 年 前 上 海 棉 紡 織 工 業
工 場 管 理 的 影 響 。
一 般 來 說 ， 生 產 控 制 的 方 法 常 受 公 司 的 規
模 、 工 廠 的 大 小 ， 和 高 層 管 理 人 的 管 理 哲 學 思
想 所 影 響 。 工 場 管 理 的 哲 學 思 想 ， 除 外 籍 人 士
外 ， 既 然 大 致 相 若 ， 為 了 使 研 究 工 作 經 濟 有 效
起 見 ， 作 者 將 全 港 棉 紡 公 司 按 錠 子 的 多 寡 □ 分
三 組 ， 擁 有 錠 子 在 四 萬 錠 以 上 的 合 為 一 組 ， 二
萬 錠 以 下 的 合 為 一 組 。 然 後 ， 在 這 三 組 中 ， 每
組 選 取 一 間 公 司 的 一 間 工 廠 作 為 期 三 日 的 觀 察
。 這 些 工 廠 內 錠 子 是 符 合 各 組 要 □ ， 並 且 在
這 三 間 選 取 的 工 廠 中 ， 有 一 間 便 是 由 日 籍 人 士
所 管 理 。 實 地 觀 察 的 目 的 ， 是 瞭 解 工 廠 規 模 不
同 ， 管 理 思 想 不 同 的 環 境 下 ， 棉 紡 工 廠 所 實 際
生 產 控 制 工 作 。 為 了 使 研 究 所 得 更 具 代 表 性 ，
作 者 採 用 個 別 訪 問 法 ， 以 訪 問 其 他 各 公 司 及 工
廠 的 主 要 負 責 人 詢 問 有 關 各 廠 的 日 常 生 產 控 制
方 法 ， 以 與 實 地 觀 察 所 得 的 資 料 互 相 對 照 。 雖
然 ， 慷 慨 合 作 ， 答 覆 詢 問 的 公 司 □ 有 七 間 ， 幸
好 它 們 已 能 代 表 各 類 棉 紡 廠 ， 而 且 非 常 合 作 ，
供 給 詳 細 資 料 。
本 文 是 針 對 整 個 棉 紡 工 業 的 生 產 控 制 方 法
， 並 不 是 以 個 別 公 司 為 對 象 。 附 於 生 產 控 制 的
方 法 和 工 具 的 應 用 ， 祗 作 一 般 性 的 討 論 。 不 過
如 略 加 修 改 便 可 運 用 於 個 別 公 司 或 廠 房 。 這 種
討 論 可 見 於 文 中 第 二 章 。 至 於 目 前 各 棉 紡 工 廠
的 生 產 控 制 情 形 ， 則 從 多 方 面 加 以 探 討 。 例 如
各 公 司 的 營 業 慣 例 ， 紡 廠 的 主 要 顧 客 ， 生 產 控
制 的 組 織 形 態 一 般 棉 紡 廠 的 生 產 控 制 方 法 ， 和
應 用 的 生 產 控 制 工 具 等 等 ， 則 在 第 三 章 內 加 以
分 析 ， 對 於 目 前 棉 紡 業 生 產 控 制 方 法 的 評 論 與
6建 議 則 偏 重 於 生 產 控 制 的 □ □ 形 態 和 控 制 功 能
二 方 面 ， 其 餘 控 制 工 具 的 改 良 □ 報 表 ， 每 日 實
產 記 錄 等 □ □ □ 問 題 ， 一 概 從 簡 。 希 望 從 大 處
著 眼 ， 對 本 港 棉 舫 工 業 的 積 極 改 革 畧 盡 棉 力 。
括 來 說 ， 香 港 棉 舫 工 業 的 生 產 控 制 工 作
多 由 直 □ 主 管 □ 廠 長 、 工 程 師 、 領 班 等 兼 管 ；
但 設 備 在 五 萬 錠 子 以 上 的 工 廠 多 傾 向 於 作 用 專
人 或 部 門 獨 立 處 理 。 棉 舫 工 業 雖 屬 流 水 式 工 作
， 但 由 於 各 廠 受 訂 單 限 制 ， 各 □ 支 的 生 產 途 徑
亦 時 有 變 動 ， 這 種 新 途 徑 的 決 定 多 由 工 程 師 頁
貴 。 工 作 日 程 安 排 是 以 □ 支 為 計 算 基 礎 ， 在 估
計 各 □ 支 所 需 工 作 日 時 是 以 所 開 能 □ 車 或 粗 紗
車 的 □ 日 為 根 據 。 工 作 的 分 派 亦 以 □ 支 為 單 位
， 車 位 表 、 改 □ 通 □ 單 或 齒 輪 掉 換 通 知 單 ， 及
口 頭 通 知 等 便 是 工 作 命 令 的 媒 介 。 為 了 跟 催 工
作 成 果 ， 負 責 人 必 每 日 親 往 生 產 間 視 察 ， 並 且
利 用 生 產 日 報 表 向 公 司 報 告 。 通 常 每 月 的 生 產
計 畫 ， 多 由 營 業 部 門 定 ， 這 種 現 象 ， 以 設 備
在 二 萬 千 以 下 的 工 廠 尤 為 顯 著 。 原 棉 何 時 補
購 才 最 為 經 濟 亦 由 營 業 部 門 辦 理 。 如 果 舫 廠 的
7生 產 控 制 工 作 不 是 由 專 人 負 責 ， 則 每 次 生 產 所
需 工 具 的 計 算 和 供 应 責 任 便 落 在 科 長 或 領 班 的
身 上 。 大 致 上 ， 各 棉 紡 廠 所 应 用 的 生 產 控 制 方
法 都 大 同 小 異 ， 对 於 商 業 上 的 計 劃 和 控 制 工 具
亦 共 同 不 感 覺 興 趣 。 事 实 上 這 些 工 具 成 本 並 不
高 昂 ， 而 效 用 甚 大 ， 它 們 的 功 用 在 各 先 進 國 家
已 經 經 过 長 時 期 的 考 驗 。 棉 紡 業 在 本 港 工 業 中
其 式 它 時 日 已 經 不 短 ， 而 且 又 最 具 規 模 ， 聰 明
英 俊 之 士 比 比 皆 是 ， 目 前 先 進 國 家 的 棉 紡 工 業
已 嘗 試 使 用 電 腦 協 助 控 制 生 產 ， 但 本 港 棉 紡 工
廠 对 於 一 般 普 遍 的 商 業 工 具 亦 不 採 用 ， 實 在 使
人 百 思 不 得 其 解 。
本 港 棉 紡 業 目 前 所 採 用 的 生 產 控 制 方 法 ，
雖 然 有 不 少 令 人 欽 佩 的 優 良 方 法 ， 但 是 缺 點 卻
是 不 少 。 例 如 ：
㈠ 棉 紡 工 廠 多 不 願 指 派 專 人 負 責 生 產 控 制 工
作 ， 而 由 工 程 師 兼 管 。 結 果 ， 工 程 師 真 荷
過 重 ， 對 於 生 產 控 制 未 能 專 心 应 付 ， 紡 廠
如 設 有 紡 織 二 部 門 ， 則 紡 織 生 產 的 配 合 未
免 發 生 困 難 。
( 二 ） 本 港 棉 纺 公 司 有 兼 管 其 他 棉 业 系 颜 的 业 务
8有 分 廠 數 間 紡 廠 ， 但 是 对 於 生 產 控 制 部 各
自 為 政 ， 失 去 了 統 一 調 配 ， 經 濟 生 產 ， 自
效 運 用 机 器 設 備 的 利 益 。
㈢ 短 期 生 產 計 划 多 由 營 業 部 門 兼 理 ， 但 工 作
途 逕 的 安 排 ， 工 作 命 令 的 分 派 ， 和 工 作 成
果 的 跟 催 部 由 廠 方 負 責 ， 將 生 產 控 制 一 事
， 分 別 由 二 個 部 門 執 行 ， 形 成 協 調 上 的 困
難 。
㈣ 生 產 控 制 事 務 ， 過 份 倚 賴 人 類 記 憶 能 力 和
实 地 視 察 ， 对 於 商 業 上 的 計 划 与 控 制 工 具
甚 少 採 用 。
為 了 使 工 廠 的 生 產 能 在 有 組 織 ， 有 系 統 ，
和 經 濟 有 效 的 控 制 下 進 行 ， 作 者 对 於 棉 紡 業 界
的 建 議 簡 述 如 下 ：
㈠ 如 棉 紡 公 司 祇 有 一 单 一 紡 廠 ， 而 設 備 在 二
萬 錠 子 以 下 ， 生 產 控 制 使 应 由 廠 長 和 工
程 師 联 合 負 責 ， 如 設 備 在 二 萬 錠 子 以 上 ，
則 应 採 用 跟 催 者 控 制 方 法 。
㈡ 如 棉 紡 公 司 同 進 兼 營 紡 織 事 務 ， 且 紡 織
二 廠 設 在 同 一 廠 区 ， 則 生 產 控 制 工 作 宜 由
9一 計 划 部 門 集 中 處 理 。
㈢ 如 棉 紡 公 司 兼 營 其 他 棉 系 事 業 ， 如 □ 廠 、
□ 漂 、 成 衣 等 等 ， 或 有 數 間 紡 廠 分 布 在 本
□ 不 同 地 □ ， 悬 直 设 亚 一 爵 们 栏 制 □ 门 ，
港 辦 公 室 □ 於 總 公 司 ， 而 分 派 工 作 □ □ 員
總 於 個 別 工 廠 ， 以 從 事 統 一 計 划 調 配 工 作
㈣ 營 業 部 門 应 与 短 期 生 產 計 划 和 生 產 控
制 工 作 分 離 ， 使 能 專 一 從 事 市 場 分 析 和 開
招 工 作 ， 以 減 少 入 口 配 □ 國 家 的 威 脅 ： 並 且 使
生 產 控 制 工 作 完 全 由 一 部 門 負 責 ， 使 減 少 計 划
和 調 配 上 的 困 難 。
㈤ 生 產 計 划 小 組 或 部 門 必 須 負 責 供 应 必 須 的
生 產 工 具 与 物 料 。
㈥ 如 某 一 訂 单 的 生 產 途 逕 与 慣 常 相 異 ， 則 宜
分 發 工 作 命 令 予 有 関 生 產 单 位 。
㈦ 如 以 一 般 商 業 計 划 與 控 制 工 具 費 用 過
高 ， 亦 应 盡 量 採 用 黑 板 以 協 助 控 制 。


